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DEAR USERS, FRIENDS, ALLIES
AND BUSINESS PARTNERS, 

The HTX Lines Project was created in 
2016 as a whole new concept of product 
development within the Helikon-Tex®. 
Everything went according to a plan, and 
so we enter the second year of its activity 
with new energy and new ideas. Our assets 
are right people, combining to create 
one of the most innovative design teams 
in the industry. Our new approach has 
revolutionized the R&D division, enabling us 
to present you several dozen entirely new, 
original products throughout the Range, 
Urban, Outdoor, Bushcraft and Medical 
product lines. 
Our products are no longer only used by 
the uniformed services, which know and 
appreciate our o� er for years, but also 
shooters, militaria a� cionados, rescue team 
members and a wide circle of outdoorsmen. 
Our designers care to make the o� er more and 
more versatile, and � tting the ever changing 
and growing requirements of the customers. 
One such example may be the Range Line. 
You need range clothes, shooting target, 
chest rig, or perhaps a compact gun bag? We 
are delivering a complex range solution. We 
have everything you may need – and more. 
Most of our products are now modular, to 
allow combining parts of di� erent lines. 
Thanks to that our Medical Line � rst aid 
pouch would � t either a vehicle or a range 
kit bag. This year we push that a step further 
with our Versatile Insert System®, allowing 
practically unending variety of con� guration 
customizing, from waist bag to backpacks, 
to bags.
We cooperate with the best specialists, not 
only in our country – but beyond the borders 
as well. We use the comments and exchange 
experiences with Khyber Interactive 
Associates and its leader instructor Dr. 
Wes Doss. Through our contacts in Polish 
Special Forces and cooperation with the 
Hyde De� nition company we have created 
the new camou� age pattern, the PenCott® 
WildWood®, which perfectly supplements 
our o� er. 

There are reasons to be proud of!

Stay tuned for more!

The HELIKON – TEX® Team
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Urban Line is our take on both challenges and routines of a modern 
world – merging tactical, sporting and EDC elements into one. 
Pants, daypacks, light casual garments – they are all oriented to give 
you sharp looks and enough space to hold all your daily stu� . ”Low 
Pro� le” is a rule we follow with our new Urban Line designs.
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A softshell, as the name implies, should be soft, yet able to shield the user from elements. Urban Hybrid Softshell® sets a new standard. By combining as many as three raw materials 
we have created a lightweight, expandable and breathing urban jacket. Urban Hybrid Softshell® protects from wind, while the DWR (Durable Water Repellent) coating repels rainwater. 
Four pockets allow equal distribution of every day carry essentials, while small size allows it to be carried folded in a backpack while not in use.

• Two-way YKK® main zipper with wind fl ap
• Fitted hood with elastic ribbon along the edge
• Elbow reinforcements
• Elastic ribbons around the hood edge, sleeve cuff s and 

the bottom of the jacket

• Four zippered pockets: two lower front, two at the 
chest

• Lower pockets lined with fl eece
• Mesh ventilation slots under armpits

URBAN HYBRID SOFTSHELL®

COLORS

FABRICS: STORMSTRETCH®: 2-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 98%, SPANDEX 2% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING | VERSASTRETCH®: 4-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 93%, SPANDEX 7% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 740 G
CODE: KU-UHS-NL
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The Greyman Tactical Jeans® | Pants® are tactical with capital T, yet discreet. They’re cut straight and simple. Crotch gusset gives ease of movement and indestructibility. Waist band 
is elastic and velcro-fastened to allow adjustment. Belt loops would take even 50 mm wide belt. Nine pockets: two main classical cut, two inset, adding a fl air of designer fl avor, four 
back – spacious, while simple and functional plus one inner, inside the front right pocket.

• Elastic belt with velcro-closure for additional 
adjustment

• 50 mm wide belt loops
• Two classical front pockets
• One internal pocket inside front right pocket

• Two front inset pockets
• Four back pockets
• Crotch gusset for ease of movement and ruggedness
• YKK® zippered fl y

GREYMAN TACTICAL JEANS® | PANTS®

COLORS

FABRICS: 2-WAY ELASTIC JEANS: 80% COTTON, 19% POLIESTER, 1% SPANDEX | DURACANVAS®: 2-WAY ELASTIC POLYESTER 60%, COTTON 38%, SPANDEX 2%
WEIGHT: 740 G (JEANS) | 460 G (PANTS)
CODE: SP-GTJ-DM | SP-GTP-DC
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DEFENDER Mk2 long sleeve®
FABRICS: CVC RIPSTOP: 58% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER, 2% SPANDEX
WEIGHT: 390 G
CODE: KO-DF2-PR

COLORS

• Breathable and quick-drying fabric
• Anatomic cut
• Non-rolling collar 
• Eyeshade holder

• Two vertical outer pockets with oblique velcro-closed 
fl aps

• Two chest cargo pockets, zippered
• Armpit ventilation openings

DEFENDER Mk2 short sleeve®
FABRICS: CVC RIPSTOP: 58% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER, 2% SPANDEX
WEIGHT: 320 G
CODE: KO-DS2-PR

COLORS

• Breathable and quick-drying fabric
• Anatomic cut
• Non-rolling collar 
• Eyeshade holder

• Two vertical outer pockets with oblique velcro-
closed fl aps

• Two chest cargo pockets, zippered
• Armpit ventilation openings

Defender Mk2 long sleeve® is a new version of our classical long sleeve shirt, refreshed to fi t the Urban Line. Several 
improvements were introduced to even better fi t the rising user requirements and fi t our urban tactical collection. 
The shirt is cut loose enough to allow movement, hide a low-profi le body armor or IWB holster. The fabric is 
breathable and dries quickly. Front stiff ener under the collar prevents collar rolling – it would stay neat even under 
duress. The button slat has an eyeshade holder. Four re-designed pockets are even spacier than before, allowing 
easier and more comfortable reach. Two chest outer pockets are covered with slightly oblique velcro-closed fl aps. 
Two chest cargo pockets are underneath the outer pockets, closed with light and durable zippers.

Defender Mk2 Short Sleeve® is a new short sleeve version of our classical Defender shirt. The shirt is cut loose 
enough to allow movement, hide a low-profi le body armor or IWB holster. The fabric is breathable and dries 
quickly. Front stiff ener under the collar prevents collar rolling – it would stay neat even under duress. The button 
slat has an eyeshade holder. Four re-designed pockets are even spacier than before, allowing easier and more 
comfortable reach. Two chest outer pockets are covered with slightly oblique velcro-closed fl aps. Two chest cargo 
pockets are underneath the outer pockets, closed with light and durable zippers.
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UTL® POLO SHIRT
FABRICS: TOPCOOL®: 100% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 250 G
CODE: PD-UTL-TC

COLORS

• Non-rolling collar
• Great breathability
• Loop hanger for glasses
• Left upper sleeve pocket

WOMEN’S UTL® Polo Shirt
FABRICS: TOPCOOL®: 100% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 230 G
CODE: PD-UTW-TC

TACTICAL T-SHIRT
FABRICS: TOPCOOL®: 100% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 200 G
CODE: TS-TTS-TC

COLORS

• Anatomic, women-friendly design
• Light, breathable polyester fabric 
• Non-rolling collar
• Ball-pen pocket

• Great breathability
• Quick drying
• Webbing hanger for glasses
• Upper sleeve pockets 
• Velcro panels

The UTL® Polo Shirt is made of thermoactive polyester with TopCool® coating which keeps the shirt dry & cool. To 
make it even more functional, the button slat has an eyeshade holder loop, and left sleeve has a small buttoned 
pocket. The UTL® Polo can be utilized in all climes.

Women look great in anything, they say, but our UTL® Women Polo Shirt makes them look even better. They 
were designed specifi cally for the ladies, conforming their bodies to allow comfortable, unrestrained and elegant 
movement in any circumstances, be it at work, at home or on fi ring range. Functional TopCool® fabric enhances the 
quality of UTL® Polo experience. This fabric never wrinkles, nor pill during use, but most importantly – it wicks the 
humidity away from the body, which is very important in all outdoor activities.

The Tactical T-shirt wicks humidity and dries quickly thanks to TopCool® technology. Upper sleeve pockets can hold 
small items and their loops hangers are fi t for eyeshades. Velcro panels would allow personalization.

COLORS
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URBAN TACTICAL SHORTS® 8,5’’
FABRICS: 2-WAY ELASTIC POLYCOTTON RIPSTOP: 60% COTTON, 37% POLYESTER, 3% SPANDEX
WEIGHT: 445 G
CODE: SP-UTS-PR

URBAN TACTICAL SHORTS® 12’’
FABRICS: 2-WAY ELASTIC POLYCOTTON RIPSTOP: 60% COTTON, 37% POLYESTER, 3% SPANDEX
WEIGHT: 475 G
CODE: SP-UTK-PR

• Elastic waistband with velcro fastener
• 50 mm wide belt loops
• Two key loops, D-ring or carabiner compatible
• Classic jeans ‘neck’ shape prevents riding down
• Two internal low profi le pockets
• Two classical front pockets with strengthened edges 

for gear clips 

• Two wide back pockets
• Two slim back pockets - depth-adjustable
• Two thigh cargo pockets with YKK® reverse
• Two front velcro-closed fl apped pockets for smart 

phone or AR magazine
• External length of the pant leg: 8.5”
• YKK® zippered fl y

• Elastic waistband with velcro fastener
• 50 mm wide belt loops
• Two key loops, D-ring or carabiner compatible
• Classic jeans ‘neck’ shape prevents riding down
• Two internal low profi le pockets
• Two classical front pockets with strengthened edges 

for gear clips 

• Two wide back pockets
• Two slim back pockets - depth-adjustable
• Two thigh cargo pockets with YKK® reverse
• Two front velcro-closed fl apped pockets for smart 

phone or AR magazine
• External length of the pant leg: 12”
• YKK® zippered fl y

URBAN TACTICAL SKIRT®

FABRICS: 2-WAY ELASTIC POLYCOTTON RIPSTOP: 60% COTTON, 37% POLYESTER, 3% SPANDEX 
WEIGHT: 330 G
CODE: ST-UTW-DM | ST-UTW-PR

COLORS

• Two classical front pockets
• Two wide back pockets 
• Two thigh cargo YKK® zippered pockets
• Two velcro fl apped front pockets 
• Elastic waistband with velcro fastener 

• 50 mm wide belt loops
• Lanyard loops or D-rings
• Classic jeans ‘neck’ shape limits riding down
• YKK® zippered fl y

By popular demand we have truncated out UTS® Shorts even shorter, to 8,5 inches. The cut and pockets layout allow 
them to stay civilian enough not to disclose the wearer’s identity. By judicious layout of the pockets, equipment can 
be placed close to the center mass, around the hips and waist and the shorts are not at  cross with human anatomy. 
Perfect choice for a stifl ing hot summertime.

When stifl ing heat precludes using the OTP® trousers, our OTS®, Outdoor Tactical Shorts enable to retain full 
functionality of the favorite pants in truncated edition. The cut and pocket layout gives them a civilian enough 
look, but they retain full tactical functionality. The UTP® design allows them to contain all the tactical equipment of 
the full-sized version, while maintaining shapes following the man’s anatomy.

Up to now combining full functionality of the UTP® with our female clients clamoring for an even more feminine 
look seemed inconceivable. But here’s our Urban Tactical Skirt® – a novel ladies’ own Urban Tactical garment, 
probably the only such in the market. Full functionality of the classical UTP® in positively feminine version.
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URBAN TACTICAL PANTS®

FABRICS: 2-WAY ELASTIC POLYCOTTON RIPSTOP: 60% COTTON, 37% POLYESTER, 3% SPANDEX | 2-WAY ELASTIC POLYCOTTON CANVAS: 58% 
COTTON, 40% POLYESTER, 2% SPANDEX | 2-WAY ELASTIC DENIM: 80% COTTON, 19% POLYESTER, 1% SPANDEX | NYCO: 50% COTTON, 50% NYLON
WEIGHT: 624 G (RIPSTOP) | 770 G (CANVAS) | 1140 G (DENIM) | 624 G (NYCO)
CODE: SP-UTL-PR | SP-UTL-PC | SP-UTL-DM | SP-UTL-NR

WOMEN’S TACTICAL PANTS®

FABRICS: 2-WAY ELASTIC POLYCOTTON RIPSTOP: 60% COTTON, 37% POLYESTER, 3% SPANDEX | 2-WAY ELASTIC DENIM: 80% COTTON, 19% 
POLYESTER, 1% SPANDEX
WEIGHT: 540 G (RIPSTOP) | 968 G (DENIM)
CODE: SP-UTW-PR | SP-UTW-DM

• Elastic waistband with velcro fastener
• 50 mm wide belt loops
• Two key loops, D-ring or carabiner compatible
• Classic jeans ‘neck’ shape prevents riding down
• Two internal low profi le pockets
• Two classical front pockets with strengthened edges for 

gear clips 
• Two wide back pockets

• Two slim back pockets - depth-adjustable
• Two thigh cargo pockets with YKK® reverse
• Two front velcro-closed fl apped pockets for smart 

phone or AR magazine
• Low Profi le Insert Pads compatible
• Cuff s with cord channels
• YKK® zippered fl y

• Two classical front pockets
• Two wide back pockets 
• Two thigh cargo YKK® zippered pockets
• Two velcro fl apped front pockets 
• Elastic waistband with velcro fastener 
• 50 mm wide belt loops

• Lanyard loops or D-rings
• Classic jeans ‘neck’ shape limits riding down
• Profi led rear part of the leg
• Reinforced knees with internal kneepad compartments
• Cuff s with cord channels
• YKK® zippered fl y

CTP® – COVERT TACTICAL PANTS®

FABRICS: VERSASTRETCH® 4-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 93%, SPANDEX 7% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 470 G
CODE: SP-CTP-NL

COLORS

• Elastic velcro-closed belt
• Crotch gusset
• Six hip pockets 
• Four internal pockets

• Front pockets reinforced for light/knife carry clip
• 50 mm wide belt loops 
• YKK® zippered fl y

The Urban Tactical Pants® are main bottom apparel of the Urban Tactical Line®. By the cut and pocket layout they 
retain civilian enough lookout, not giving out the identity of the wearer. The UTP® design allows to carry tactical 
essentials and corresponds with the human anatomy. The loads are carried close to center mass – around hips and 
waist. Elastic fabric allows for ease of movements in tactical environment. Three types of fabric plus  wide variety of 
colors allows to match UTP® trousers to the rest of wardrobe or working conditions.

Ladies’ Urban Tactical Pants® are main bottom apparel of the Urban Tactical Line®. By the cut and pocket layout they 
retain civilian enough lookout, not giving out the identity of the wearer. The UTP® design allows to carry tactical 
essentials and corresponds with the human anatomy. The loads are carried close to center mass – around hips and 
waist. Elastic fabric allows for ease of movements in tactical environment. Two types of fabric plus wide variety of 
colors allows to match UTP® trousers to the rest of wardrobe or working conditions.

Covert Tactical Pants® are everyday tactical trousers, discreet yet functional. All tactical features are neatly 
disguised. There are ten pockets in total, of which four inner. Ease of movements is provided by combination of 
bespoke cut and expanding fabric. The crotch gusset prevents wearing the pants thin. In CTP®s one would look 
equally all right in tweeds or in a hoodie.
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To a casual glance Urban Tactical Hoodie® is but a hoodie – and deceptively so, as it is loaded with many tactically 
useful ideas. Two discreet zippered upper sleeve pockets and two concealed ones (within main pockets) off er 
additional carrying capability. Main pockets may look regular, but are extra large-sized. Inner mesh pockets can 
take eyeshades, a buff , or a balaclava. Main zipper allows to quickly don and doff  the hoodie. 

UTH® – URBAN TACTICAL HOODIE®

FABRICS: 80% POLYESTER, 20% COTTON SWEATSHIRT FLEECE
WEIGHT: 760 G
CODE: BL-UHF-SF

COLORS

• Three velcro ID panels
• Two upper sleeve YKK® zippered pockets
• Two large cargo pockets lower front
• Two inner YKK® zippered pockets
• Two inner mesh inner pockets

• Drawstring hood
• Cuff ed sleeves
• Mesh-lined hood
• YKK® zippers

Alpha Tactical Polar Jacket is a lightweight warming garment of the UTL® line, suitable as stand-alone or inner layer. 
Mesh lining enhances the wearing comfort. Numerous pockets allow for even distribution of load. Chest pocket 
with wiring eyelet. Discreet loop velcro panel on upper sleeve allows for the personalization patches application.

Alpha Hoodie® is a universal Urban Line product designed to warm body quickly. It can be used as a standalone 
garment or warming layer. Shoulder and elbow reinforcements prevent fl eece elements from wearing thin. Two 
smaller pockets on upper arms and two full-sized pockets on lower front. The chest pocket has a wiring eyelet. 
Lower drawstring, together with sleeve and hood cuff s keep garment close to the body and keep it warm.

ALPHA TACTICAL JACKET
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER, LIGHT GRID FLEECE
WEIGHT: 650 G
CODE: BL-ALT-FG

ALPHA HOODIE®
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER, LIGHT GRID FLEECE
WEIGHT: 770 G
CODE: BL-ALH-FG

COLORS

COLORS

• High Collar
• Two-way main zipper with chin guard
• Velcro panels on upper sleeves for easy 

personalization
• Upper arm pockets

• Lower front pockets
• Chest pocket with wiring eyelet
• Elastic sleeve cuff s
• Adjustable lower drawstring
• YKK® zippers

• Main zipper with chin guard
• Hood with elastic cuff 
• Biceps velcro ID panels
• Two upper arm pockets
• Two lower front pockets

• Napoleon (chest) pocket with wiring eyelet
• Shoulder and elbow reinforcements
• Adjustable lower drawstring
• Elastic sleeve cuff s
• YKK®zippers
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Delta Tactical® Jacket is a lightweight soft shell layer made of double layer Shark Skin fabric, fi t for everyday use. 
Light fl eece and mesh lined for enhanced comfort. It more of an outdoor than tactical garment, which aids in 
keeping the operator identity from disclosing. The fabric protects from light rain and wind, and is nice to the touch. 
Seven zippered pockets would allow to distribute the carry essentials. 

Jackal® Jacket is an advanced tactical garment. Lightweight and warm softshell-windshirt is made out of double-
layer Shark Skin fabric protects the user from wind and light rain. Inside it is lined with light fl eece and mesh, to 
enhance the wearing comfort. There are no tacticool bullet-magnets. Jackal® has Quick Side Access™, allowing 
the user to gain access to holstered gun and other belt-mounted gear. There are a total of eight zippered pockets.

DELTA TACTICAL® JACKET
FABRICS: SHARK SKIN 4-WAY ELASTIC: POLYESTER 100% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 680 G
CODE: BL-DTT-FS

JACKAL® JACKET
FABRICS: SHARK SKIN 4-WAY ELASTIC: POLYESTER 100% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 995 G
CODE: BL-JCK-FS

COLORS

COLORS

• High breathability
• Stand-up collar lined with fl eece
• Main YKK® zipper with windfl ap and chin guard
• Biceps velcro ID panels
• Two upper sleeve pockets with wiring eyelets
• Zippered chest (Napoleon) pocket

• Two zippered internal pockets
• Two zippered lower front external pockets
• Profi led, reinforced elbows
• Velcro-adjustable cuff s
• Bottom adjustment with elastic drawstring
• YKK® zippers

• Stand-up collar lined with fl eece
• Main two-way YKK® zipper with wind fl ap and chin 

guard
• Two zippered upper arm pockets
• Two internal zippered chest pockets
• Two internal zippered lower pockets
• Two zippered external front pockets

• Quick Side Access™ system
• Reinforced profi led elbows
• Velcro-adjustable cuff s
• Bottom elastic drawstring for individual fi t
• WooJin® buckles
• YKK® zippers
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HUSKY WINTER TACTICAL JACKET
FABRICS: CLIMASHIELD® APEX™ INSULATION (100 G/M² FOR BODY, 67 G/M² FOR HOOD) WITH NYLON RIPSTOP OUTER LAYER DUPONT™ 
TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 1200 G
CODE: KU-HKY-NL

COLORS

The Husky is a winter tactical jacket. It is an enhanced version of LVL 7 apparel, modifi ed for use in extreme winter 
weather by the law enforcement and other services in need of a winter tactical garb. This jacket is fi tted with three 
concealable ID panels. The Quick Side Access™ provides easy drawing of holstered pistol and any other duty belt 
mounted gear. Husky is highly compressible – can be stuff ed in a pack or cargo pouch, without losing any of its 
insulation properties.

• Keeps the user warm even when wet
• Main two-way YKK® zipper with wind fl ap and chin 

guard
• Helmet-compatible, collar stowed hood
• Hidden ID panels for law enforcement undercover 

operators (Front: 12 cm wide x 7,5 cm hide, Back: 26 
cm wide x 10 cm high)

• Outer chest pockets with D-Rings and device slots
• ‘Dry’ internal pockets for documents and other 

personal belongings
• Two internal bottom pockets
• Quick Side Access™ system
• Bottom adjustable for fi t with elastic drawstring
• Velcro-adjustable sleeve cuff s
• WooJin® buckles
• YKK® zippers
• Compression pack included

Lightweight jacket, rain- and wind-proof yet highly breathable. Collar-stowed hood is quick-deployable and 
adjustable to the headgear and headset. There are seven pockets: two chest outer, one chest inner, two upper-
sleeve ones with wiring eyelets, one on left lower sleeve, and channel type loin pocket at the lower back. Easily 
compressed, it can be carried in a bag, backpack or cargo pocket.

The Cougar® is a light membrane outer garment. The fabric used protects from wind and light rain. Collar-stowable 
hood is easily adjustable via pocket-accessible drawstring and rear tab. The jacket has three concealed ID panels, 
suitable for law enforcement stake-out jobs: two smaller front ones and one larger on the back. Two velcro-
attached blank ID panels are enclosed for the user to embroider or print suitable identifi cation. Upper-sleeve 
pockets have wiring eyelets. Cougar® has Quick Side Access™ system of zippered slots, allowing quick and easy 
access to belt-mounted items underneath.

TROOPER SOFT SHELL JACKET
FABRICS: STORMSTRETCH® 2-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 98%, SPANDEX 2% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 655 G
CODE: KU-TRP-NL

COUGAR®JACKET
FABRICS: SHARK SKIN 4-WAY ELASTIC: POLYESTER 100%, MEMBRANE WINDBLOCKER HELIKON-TEX® WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 1040 G
CODE: KU-CGR-SM

COLORS

COLORS

• Highly durable
• Breathability: 8000g/m2/24h
• Main two-way YKK® zipper with chin guard
• Collar-stowable adjustable hood
• Collar accessible by two-way zipper
• Zippered armpit ventilation slots

• Hidden ID panels (two front 5 x 2,5 in, one rear 10,5 
x 4 in)

• Two upper-sleeve pockets with wiring eyelets
• WooJin® Buckles
• YKK® Zippers

• High endurance
• Main two-way YKK® zipper with chin guard
• High breathability 
• Lightweight and compressible
• Collar-stowable, adjustable hood
• Hood compartment closed with two-way zipper
• Armpit ventilation zippers
• Biceps velcro ID panels
• Upper sleeve pockets with wiring eyelets

• Channel lower back pocket, zippered on either end
• Outer chest pockets with wiring eyelets, D-Rings and 

device slots
• Left lower sleeve zippered pocket
• Profi led elbow reinforcements
• Velcro-adjustable elastic cuff s
• Elastic bottom drawstring
• YKK® zippers
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GUNFIGHTER SHARK SKIN WINDBLOCKER
FABRICS: SHARK SKIN 4-WAY ELASTIC: POLYESTER 100%, MEMBRANE WINDBLOCKER HELIKON-TEX® WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING LIGHT 
FLEECE LINING
WEIGHT: 975 G
CODE: KU-GUN-FM

Gunfi ghter Jacket is a lightweight outer layer with light fl eece lining. This jacket provides maximum protection 
against wind, light rain and dirt, while maintaining high breathability. The collar-stowed hood can be fast deployed 
and adjusted to the shape and size of the head – even with headgear or headset on. There are seven pockets. Two 
external zippered chest pockets have internal organizers and lanyard D-rings. There’s mid-sized internal velcro-
closed pocket, two upper sleeve zippered pockets with wiring eyelets, one zippered pocket at left lower sleeve, 
and a channel pocket at the lower back. Anatomic cut does not hinder user movements, and elbow reinforcements 
enhance the durability of the garment.

COLORS

• Main two-way YKK® zipper with chin guard
• Collar-stowed, adjustable hood
• Armpit ventilation zippers 
• Velcro-closed internal chest pocket
• Two upper sleeve pockets with wiring eyelet
• Velcro-closed internal chest pocket
• Lower back channel pocket, zippered at either end

• Two outer chest pockets with wiring eyelets, D-Rings 
and device slots

• Zippered lower left sleeve pocket 
• Reinforced profi led elbows
• Partly elastic, velcro-adjustable cuff s
• Bottom elastic drawstring for individual fi t
• YKK® zippers
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BAIL OUT BAG®

COLORS

FABRICS: CORDURA® 500D, NYLON 210D
WEIGHT: 1370 G
CODE: PL-BOB-NL

• Low profi le style
• Four inner mesh pockets
• MOLLE/PALS panel for additional pouches attachment
• Hydration system pocket
• Two external YKK® zippered pockets
• Mesh inner fl ap pocket

• Profi led, ergonomic straps
• Four external carry loops
• Internal velcro panel Versatile Insert System® 

compatible 
• Hip belt

Main advantage of the BOB® backpack is the ability to transport it open and attached to the car seat. On separating from the seat, it morphs into discreet backpack. No external 
fl ashy “tacticool” gizmos to attract the unwanted eye to the contents. Inside a special pocket holds a small seating mat. BOB® has got four inner mesh pockets, a MOLLE/PALS panel 
and two open outer pockets.
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The Urban Training Bag® was designed to support sport activities – whether training functions, fi tness, or martial 
arts training. Takes tracksuit, towel, gym shoes, other training essentials. Can serve as additional luggage piece, as 
the empty UTB® can be compacted to a very small size. Handle and bandoleer straps were routed under all of the 
bag, to enhance the durability of the bag. The bag has six zippered pockets.

URBAN TRAINING BAG®

FABRICS: CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 670 G
CODE: TB-UTB-CD

COLORS

• Light and soft design
• Compressible into one of its own pockets
• Large fl ap allows for easy and quick access

• Three internal mesh pockets
• Velcro ID panel
• YKK® zippers

Raider® is an advanced EDC backpack for any occasion. The main chamber has a velcro panel to attach inserts 
compatible with our Versatile Insert System®, an elastic band cuff ed pocket and a zippered one. Organizer pocket 
for small items is situated at the top of the backpack, and is accessible without the need to open the main chamber. 
Front of the pack has a soft-lined sunshades / electronics pocket. Two open top side pockets carry windshirt or 
water bottle. Front Beaver tail panel is capable of holding a biking or tactical helmet.

RAIDER BACKPACK®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 1300 G
CODE: PL-RID-CD

COLORS

• Internal velcro panels for modular inserts
• Versatile Insert System® compatible
• Two YKK® zippered pockets

• Sunglasses pocket
• WooJin® buckles
• YKK® zippers
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Urban Courier Bag Medium® is a classic messenger bag, with features matching the day-to-day urban activities. 
Would make an ideal bike bag, student bag or just a bag you take going out to work. This project puts premium 
on durability and aesthetics of the fabrics used, while numerous pockets should allow to optimize the essential kit 
carrying experience. It is easily adjustable to body contour and activity profi le thanks to Universal Carrying Strap 
and the auxiliary hip belt. Internal velcro panels allow for optional confi guration of the interior with the use of 
Versatile Insert System®.
Also available in larger version, as Urban Courier Bag Large®.

Urban Courier Bag® is a classic messenger bag, with features matching the day-to-day urban activities. Would 
make an ideal bike bag, student bag or just a bag you take going out to work. This project puts premium on 
durability and esthetics of the fabrics used, while numerous pockets should allow to optimize the essential kit 
carrying experience. It is easily adjustable to body contour and activity profi le thanks to Universal Carrying Strap 
and the auxiliary hip belt. Internal velcro panels allow for optional confi guration of the interior with the use of 
Versatile Insert System®.
Also available in compact version, as Urban Courier Bag Medium®. 

URBAN COURIER BAG MEDIUM®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 760 G
CODE: TB-UCM-CD

URBAN COURIER BAG LARGE®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 860 G
CODE: TB-UCL-CD

COLORS

• Velcro ID panel
• Universal Carrying Strap 
• Detachable hip belt
• Zippered pocket under fl ap 
• External zippered front pocket 
• Spacious main chamber with foam-lined laptop 

pocket

• Two external fl ask (0.5 liter) pockets
• Zippered secure, velcro lined (body side) inner pocket
• Versatile Insert System® compatible
• WooJin® buckles
• YKK® zippers

• Velcro ID panel
• Universal Carrying Strap
• Detachable hip belt
• Zippered pocket under fl ap 
• External zippered front pocket 
• Spacious main chamber with foam-lined laptop pocket

• Two external fl ask (0.5 liter) pockets
• Zippered secure, velcro lined (body side) inner pocket
• Versatile Insert System® compatible
• WooJin® buckles
• YKK® zippers

Wombat Mk2® is a light bag designed to pack much stuff  into it – it would be an ideal kit bag, car duff el or range bag. 
Durable fabrics and carry strap allow to carry in comfort. Featured solutions allow individual compartmentalization 
of the interior. There are four external zippered pockets and one inset pocket with velcro panel.

WOMBAT Mk2®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 750 G
CODE: TB-WB2-CD

COLORS

• Universal Carrying Strap
• Spacious main chamber
• Four external zippered pockets
• Inset external zippered pocket

• Versatile Insert System® compatible
• WooJin® buckles
• YKK® zippers

COLORS
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Bandicoot’s® little brother is as versatile, but more streamlined and compact. It still has two zippered pockets (one 
on the blind side), and an ID velcro panel, same detachable hip belt/bandoleer, as well as MOLLE/PAS ribbons and 
internal zippered mesh pocket. Only the internal organizer is non-removable which cuts the weight down but all 
the key features are there. Smaller size, full functionality and over a dozen colors make the Possum® pack one of 
the indispensable urban equipment choices. 

The Urban Admin Pouch® allows to sort out the EDC essentials. A fairly large front velcro-closed pocket would 
contain a large smartphone or external HDD. The internal wall has a removable velcro-fastened stand-alone 
organizer. The Admin Pouch can be worn on belt or integrated with MOLLE/PALS. 

POSSUM® WAISTPACK
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 190 G | SIZING: 22x13x7 CM | CAPACITY: 1,5 L
CODE: TB-PSM-CD

URBAN ADMIN POUCH®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 243 G | SIZING: 17x12x5 CM | CAPACITY: 1 L
CODE: MO-O03-CD

COLORS

COLORS

• Fixed internal organizer
• Zippered blind-side external pocket
• Velcro ID panel
• Internal mesh zippered pocket
• Outer zippered pocket

• Easy internal personalization
• Compatible with MOLLE/PALS
• Adjustable and detachable hip belt
• Belt buckle can be easily re-arranged
• YKK® zippers

• Front velcro ID panel
• Outer adjustable capacity pocket
• Main pocket with internal velcro panel, small item 

elastic bands and zippered pocket

• Internal detachable standalone organizer Versatile 
Insert System® compatible

• DUTY BELT/PALS/MOLLE compatible
• YKK® zippers

Bandicoot® medium-sized waist pack off ers a number of unique features in a smooth, low-profi le package. 
Spacious main chamber apart from a zippered mesh pocket has got a detachable Versatile Insert System®-
compatible organizer. Two outer zippered pockets allow safe and easy distribution of the equipment. Two-way 
zipper allows equal access from either side of the chamber. Adjustable hip belt can also serve as a chest bandoleer 
or be detached at all.

BANDICOOT® WAISTPACK
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 264 G | SIZING: 26x15x7 CM | CAPACITY: 2 L
CODE: TB-BDC-CD

COLORS

• Detachable internal organizer
• Zippered blind-side external pocket
• Velcro ID panel
• Internal mesh zippered pocket
• Outer zippered pocket
• Easy internal personalization

• Compatible with MOLLE/PALS
• Versatile Insert System® compatible
• Adjustable and detachable hip belt
• Belt buckle can be easily re-arranged
• YKK® zippers
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Cobra Tactical Belt is an outstandingly durable and functional nylon webbing belt fi tting all types of trousers 
featured in our catalog. Perfectly fi t for all everyday urban jungle use, as well as for the tactical use. The patented, 
quick release AustriAlpin® buckle resists tensile force testing up to 7 kN, while the belt itself is capable of 
withstanding 18 kN. Still, this is not fi t for climbing, as typical climbing carbine hook can take at least 24 kN.

WARNING! Not for climbing or as LSE use.

General purpose pants belt with a patented AustriAlpin® GT Cobra® buckle, made of durable polymer. The closing 
mechanism renders opening the buckle under duress impossible. Cobra Belt is a superb choice for both uniformed 
offi  cers and civilians.

WARNING! Not for climbing or as LSE use.

The UTL® belt is a simple and durable trouser belt. Lack of metal parts makes it ideally suitable for all uniformed 
services, allowing to pass metal detecting gates without ignominy of holding pants in one’s hand. The design and 
utilized raw materials allow the belt to serve other purposes as well – e.g. as constricting belt for external loads. 
Urban Tactical Belt has an easily adjustable buckle.

COBRA (FC 38 | FC 45) TACTICAL BELT
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 184 G | 218 G
CODE: PS-CC8-NL | PS-CC4-NL

COBRA GT (FG 45) TACTICAL BELT
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 200 G
CODE: PS-CG4-NL

URBAN TACTICAL BELT®

FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 170 G
CODE: PS-UTL-NL

COLORS

COLORS

COLORS

• AustriAlpin® GT Cobra® buckle
• 45 mm wide

• AustriAlpin® Cobra® buckle
• 38 mm | 45 mm wide

• Easy Blocking System™ Polymer buckle
• 45 mm wide
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Easy to use knee or elbow protective pads made of 6-mm thick Neoprene. Just insert into dedicated pockets. 
Optimal thickness and size guarantee maximum usefulness while keeping low profi le.

LOW-PROFILE PROTECTIVE PAD INSERTS
FABRICS: 100% NEOPRENE
WEIGHT: 180 G
CODE: OC-LPI-NE

COLORS

• 6 mm thick
• One-sided laminated with Nylon
• On cropping compatible with UTP®, OTP®, USM, SFU™, SFU NEXT®, ACU and CPU®

The Urban Tactical Gloves were designed to provide solid grip, while allowing for precision and protecting the 
palm. The size is adjustable at the wrist. A PVC panel on the interior improves the grip, preventing items from 
slipping out.

Urban Tactical Vent Gloves are even more breathable due to the fabrics and raw materials used in their construction 
– while retaining all the advantages of the earlier tactical gloves. They conform the hand profi le tight and provide 
positive grip. Wrist adjustment allows for a degree of size fi tting. 

URBAN TACTICAL GLOVES
FABRICS: 45% POLYURETHANE, 45% NEOPRENE, 5% PVC, 3% TPR, 2% LYCRA
WEIGHT: 115 G
CODE: RK-UTL-PU

URBAN TACTICAL VENT GLOVES
FABRICS: 60% SYNTHETIC LEATHER, 30% POLYESTER, 7% MICROFIBER, 3% POLYURETHANE
WEIGHT: 76 G
CODE: RK-UTV-PU

COLORS

COLORS

• Neoprene upper parts
• Anti-slip PVC lower
• Ventilation slots between fi ngers
• Velcro-adjustable wrists 

• Neoprene upper part
• Anti-slip PVC liner
• Breathable fabric between the fi ngers and on the top of the palm
• Tear-vulnerable points additionally reinforced
• Velcro-adjusted wrist
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We, at the HTX, are shooting sports enthusiasts. It’s no wonder 
that we wanted to create a line with great clothing and gear for 
the range. No matter if you’re IPSC champion, one-mile precision 
shooter or just a guy that shoots for skill and fun we have something 
new for you in stock - from belts, gun bags and range pants to sniper 
mats

Training Squad is one of the most experienced � rearms 
instruction companies, o� ering � rearms and combat 
shooting training on the Polish market. We have been able 
to harness the considerable experience of their instructors, 
to assist us in co-designing the products from the Range 
Series. By continuing cooperation with Training Squad we 
are able to constantly improve our designs by testing them 
in realistic scenarios and weed-out de� ciencies.

Arizona (USA) based Khyber Interactive Associates 
(Khyber), is a world-class emergency response training, 
research and consulting company recognized world-wide 
for delivering unparalleled tactical training services to Law 
Enforcement, Military, Security and Private Sector clients. 
The company is led by world-renowned tactical expert, Dr. 
Wes Doss.
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• Universal, removable, adjustable H-strap harness
• Three velcro ID panels: on main pouch, Med Insert 

Pouch and at the back, on harness
• Double Rifl e Magazine Insert with two AR/AK 

magazines included
• Main pouch with internal organizer and zippered mesh 

pocket
• Zippered pocket in main pouch
• Four fi xed pouches for handgun magazines, multitool, 

fl ashlight

• Height-adjustable pouch fl aps with position markers
• Two fi xed AK/AR rifl e magazine pouches
• Spacious central Cargo pocket, capable of taking Pistol 

Holder Insert
• MOLLE/PALS mounted pouch for medical insert
• Bottom PALS panel for additional pouches/accessories/

tactical tourniquet
• Exchangeable inserts for magazines / handgun
• Detachable hip belt
• YKK® zippers

Training Mini Rig® was designed for people who spend much time at the shooting range – instructors, shooting afi cionados, competitive shooters. Minimalistic, symmetrical layout 
of the TMR® was inspired by one of the most famous tactical shooting instructors. Our rig would accommodate a basic load of magazines, some additional ammunition in bulk, multi-
tool, fl ashlight etc. – all you need for an advanced, serious training session.

TRAINING MINI RIG®

COLORS

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 660 G
CODE: KK-TMR-CD
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Hybrid Tactical Pants® are shooter-dedicated development of the UTP® made of two fabrics: ripstop and softshell. 
This innovative amalgamation resulted in an exceptionally comfortable and durable product. Fabrics used for the 
HTP® pants enhance the ease of movements, while reinforcements in critical areas protect from wear and tear to 
enhance durability of the product. Six pockets spread around hips allow the loads to be spread evenly.

• Hybrid softshell – ripstop construction: durable, 4-way 
elastic softshell on knees and seat, lightweight and 
breathable ripstop for pant legs and pockets

• Velcro-adjustable elastic waistband
• Crotch gusset
• Six hip pockets (2 front/2 side/2 rear)

• Two medium-sized thigh cargo pockets with internal 
organizers

• Reinforced lower leg
• Wide belt loops supporting the gun belt
• YKK®-zippered fl y

HTP® - HYBRID TACTICAL PANTS®

FABRICS: MAIN FABRIC: 60% COTTON, 37% POLYESTER, 3% SPANDEX | VERSASTRETCH®: 4-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 93%, SPANDEX 7% WITH 
DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 540 G
CODE: SP-HTP-NR | SP-HTP-PR

Development of the famous USMC Beanie, dedicated for shooting sports. Velcro panels enable ID or morale patches 
to be attached – one on top, two at sides. Paracord loop enables it to be hung securely: when not worn, it can be 
attached to a jacket button, or hung to dry on the backpack. Also has a small pocket at the back for emergency 
earplugs or similar small items. Made of grid fl eece which insulates and wicks humidity.

• Breathable, warm fabric
• Velcro ID panel

• Paracord lanyard or buttoning loop
• Zippered earplug pocket

RANGE BEANIE CAP
FABRICS: 95 % POLYESTER, 5% SPANDEX, HELIKON-TEX® COMFORT DRY 210 G/M2 BREATHABLE GRID
WEIGHT: 90 G
CODE: CZ-RBN-FG

COLORS

COLORS

The Range Polo Shirt was designed by the professional shooters and is dedicated for shooting range use. The 
fabric is nice to touch and quick-drying. Sides are covered with VersaStrech® covers, protecting the area vulnerable 
to wear and tear from gun belt and belt-mounted equipment. Elbow area have internal pockets for Low Profi le 
Protection Pads. Mesh lining in shoulder area enhances the functionality. Two velcro panels on upper sleeves allow 
easy personalization. Additionally there are two upper sleeve pockets and sunglasses loop.

• Abrasion-resistant side VersaStrech® panels
• Elbow reinforcements have Low Profi le Protective Pads 

pockets
• Two zippered upper sleeve pockets
• Sunglass loop
• Neck is YKK® zippered

• Stiff ened collar
• Internal mesh lining in shoulder area
• Velcro panels on upper sleeve for easy personalization
• Mesh armpit windows
• Adjustable sleeve cuff s

POLO RANGE
FABRICS: TOPCOOL®: 100% POLYESTER | VERSASTRETCH® 4-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 93%, SPANDEX 7% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 370 G
CODE: PD-RNG-TC
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Rangemaster Gear Bag® was designed for shooting range professional personnel, shooting afi cionados – 
and any other person that has to grab much stuff  real quick. The bag was designed to facilitate and promote 
compartmentalization of the contents. Some of the pockets feature inner specialized organizers for maintenance 
tools and compounds, Versatile Insert System®-compatible. Helikon-Tex® Tag Patch-ready.
The bag is stiff ened and heavily reinforced. 

• Universal Carrying Strap
• Rugged carry handles
• Stiff  sides
• External paper target pocket 
• Two side pockets with velcro panels (one designated 

Automotive Med Kit pocket)
• Flap pockets

• Designated ‘dirty’ pocket
• Detachable, fully customizable stiff  dividers 
• Versatile Insert System®-compatible velcro panels
• Helikon-Tex® Tag Patch contents identifi cation system
• WooJin® buckles
• YKK® zippers

Range Bag® is a compact bag designed with input from fi rearm professionals to holds as many pistols and rifl e 
magazines as practicable. Has universal magazine pouch inserts taking both straight and banana rifl e magazines, 
as well as may types of handgun magazines. This bag was designed to form a kind of ‘workstation’ at the range: 
one of the sides opens completely to allow quick and easy access to the contents as well as a clean stripping pad. 

• Carrying straps
• Inside covered in velcro to attach Versatile Insert 

System®-compatible organizers, pouches and holsters
• Ten inserts included – four double handgun magazine 

pouches, three rifl e magazine pouches: for two, three 
and fi ve magazines

• External velcro ID panel
• Flat pocket at the bag’s back for paper targets
• Flat zippered pocket inside fl ap

• Long external pocket with organizer
• Two velcro-closed side pockets to contain timers, 

tackers etc.
• Internal detachable separating wall with fl at zippered 

pocket
• WooJin® buckles
• YKK® zippers

Ammo Bucket® is as simply designed, as the name implies. It is a rugged sack to carry and organize ammunition 
on the range. The sack has a stiff ened bottom, isolated from the ground, and two compartments inside to 
accommodate two types of ammo (or ammunition and empty brass). It also features a designated brass bag for 
reusable brass recovery.

• Small empty size
• Internal dividers to sort ammunition
• Lace-drawn collar to protect the contents 
• Velcro-closed fl at internal pocket for small stuff 
• Velcro-closed external pocket

• Two carrying strap
• Velcro ID panel
• Detachable shoulder strap
• Recovery bag included

RANGEMASTER GEAR BAG®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 3400 G
CODE: TB-RMG-CD

RANGE BAG®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 1730 G
CODE: TB-RGB-CD

AMMO BUCKET®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 350 G
CODE: TB-ABK-CD
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Double Upper Rifl e Bag® was designed (as the name implies) to safely and comfortably carry a scoped AR-style rifl e 
with extra scoped upper, or two AR-style SBRs or two AKs in basic confi guration. There are three external pockets, 
velcro panels (Versatile Insert System®-compatible), velcro restrains for weapons and elastic loops for cleaning 
accessories. The bag has got integral carrying handles and stowable carrying straps.

Single Pistol Wallet® ideally protects single handgun from mechanical damage (scratching mainly), physical 
contact with other hard edged objects carried together with the pistol in the range bag. In basic confi guration 
would carry one full-sized handgun and two magazines

• Four carrying straps
• Stowable backpack-style carry straps
• Three external zippered pockets with Versatile Insert 

System®-compatible velcro panels and organizers
• Main chamber would carry: one AR-style lower receiver, 

two AR-style scoped upper receivers, or two AK-rifl es or 

two AR-style SBRs in basic confi guration
• Elastic loops for cleaning accessories
• Internal fastening system to prevent weapon from 

shifting in transport
• External velcro ID panel
• YKK® zippers

• Two carrying straps
• External velcro ID panel 
• Internal fastening system to prevent weapon from 

shifting in transport
• Inside lined with velcro (Versatile Insert System®-

compatible) to attach organizers, pouches and holsters, 
as well as retention straps to save handgun from 

shifting
• Internal collar protecting handgun from scratching by 

zipper
• Handgun Transport Insert and Double Elastic Insert for 

two magazines (Versatile Insert System®-compatible) 
included, with quick doffi  ng pullers

• YKK® zipper

COLORS

Double Pistol Wallet® ideally protects two handguns from mechanical damage (scratching mainly), physical contact 
with other hard edged objects carried together with the pistols in the range bag. In this enlarged confi guration 
would carry two full-sized handguns and up to three magazines

• Two carrying straps
• Velcro ID panel
• Two-way YKK® zipper
• Velcro lined to allow adding organizers and pouches, 

plus weapon retention while in transport (Versatile 
Insert System®-compatible)

• Additional fl ap to protect weapon from bumping into 
the zipper

• Two Handgun Transport Inserts and Triple Elastic Insert 
for three spare magazines included (Versatile Insert 
System®-compatible), complete with quick-doffi  ng 
pullers

• Extra internal pocket for small parts, extra magazines, 
fl ashlight or cleaning accessories

DOUBLE UPPER RIFLE BAG 18®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 2450 G
CODE: TB-DU8-CD

SINGLE PISTOL WALLET®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 280 G
CODE: MO-SPW-CD

DOUBLE PISTOL WALLET®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 500 G
CODE: MO-DPW-CD
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Service Case® for containing cleaning utensils was designed to conform the larger range bags. No matter, at 
home or on the range, this is a dedicated cleaning kit pocket with a bespoke organizer for cleaning rod, tips, 
cleaning rags, oil bottle, tools, spares, and all essential you-name-its. The main space has been separated into two 
organizers: one fi xed (zippered mesh pockets and elastic loops) and one customizable. Stiff ened bottom of the 
Service Case® is covered in contrast-colored fabric, to easy fi nd the small parts that fell in. Additionally there’s a dish 
for handgun and rifl e parts dip-cleaning, carried under the case, in shock-cord loops. We have used feedback from 
many fi rearms professionals while designing this case.

Mini Service Pocket® is a compact pouch containing fi rearms essential cleaning kit. Internal organizers keep the 
tools, rods, brushes and oil bottles in tidy order. Has a so called ‘dirty’ pocket sewn-in for used cleaning media.

SERVICE CASE®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 660 G
CODE: MO-SVC-CD

• Two carrying straps
• External velcro ID panel
• External zippered pocket
• Fixed internal organizer (two zippered mesh pockets, six 

elastic ribbon loops)
• Detachable organizers with tools, brushes and cleaning 

rods (two zippered pockets, two velcro-closed pockets, 
elastic loops

• Extra cleaning mat, and robust dish for dipping parts 
in cleaning liquids and spraying them with cleaning 
compounds, all held underneath the case

• YKK® zippers

• Maintenance tools and utensils organizers
• External velcro ID panel
• Dedicated ‘dirty’ pocket for soiled objects
• Loop for hanging
• YKK® zipper

MINI SERVICE POCKET®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 135 G
CODE: MO-MSP-CD

COLORS

Brass Roll® pouch is a simple dump bag, carried on a belt on MOLLE/PALS platform. It will take all, that would not 
fi t the pocket: extra ammo, fi red brass, stapler or gloves. Upper lip of the sack is stiff ened, to keep the throat open. 
Closes by a simple velcro tab. The sack can be rolled to save space.

BRASS ROLL®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 122 G
CODE: MO-U04-CD

• Stiff  upper lip
• Long opening handle
• Folding, rolling and secured with a velcro tab
• Narrow mesh bottom
• DUTY BELT/MOLLE/PALS-compatible
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Good bean bags are one of the basic precision shooter’s tools. Weapon zeroing, long range competition or tactical 
shooting – properly matched shooting bags would make each of these tasks a whole lot easier. Our four bag set 
with synthetic fi ller is compatible both for use with a precision rifl e or tactical carbine, like AR or AK.

Synthetic fi ller can be purchased separately. 
Bags are sold separately.

Tag Patch is a blank rubber velcro-patch you can use to identify the contents of the bag pockets (e.g. our 
Rangemaster Gear Bag®). Special channels (ID Matrix) allow to permanently mark the tag (with permanent marker), 
to avoid rubbing off  or smudging-off  of a marking. No more problems with identifi cation of your range gear

• Four sizes and shapes allow to match bags to the 
handguard level, buttstock and shooter’s stance

• All bags are YKK® zippered to allow fi ller adding and 
removing at all times

• Bags are fi tted with straps allowing for adjustment, 
compression and weapon attachment

• Carbine hook / lanyard eyeled
• Synthetic fi ller

• Velcro panel
• Ink-taking channels – an identifi cation matrix
• Three per set
• Sized 60 x 40 mm | 100 x 25 mm

COLORS

Lightweight mat designed for precision shooting. When no longer needed can be rolled into small package, easily 
carried by the handle or with a shoulder strap. Elbow and knees reinforced with anti-slip pads. Velcro panel for 
mounting additional pouches and inserts with ammunition, ballistic tables, tools, logbook etc. Loops are provided 
to pin down the mat at the fi ring line, pouch to store the pins, as well as detachable bipod Y-strap enhancing the 
rifl e stability.

BACKBLAST MAT®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D 
WEIGHT: 1490 G
CODE: AC-MBB-CD

• Foam padding
• Anti-slip pads for elbows and knees
• Pin loops for mat stabilizing
• Velcro mounting panel for accessory pouches and 

inserts: ammo wallet, ballistic charts cover, monopod 
pad, etc.

• Pin pouch, also for stowing shoulder strap and bipod 
strap

• Detachable, adjustable bipod stabilizing Y-strap
• Carrying strap and detachable shoulder strap

ACCURACY SHOOTING BAG® Cube | Pillow | Roller Large | Roller Small 
FABRICS: CORDURA® 500D / ANTI-SLIP
WEIGHT (EMPTY BAG): 140 G (CUBE) | 120 G (PILLOW) | 150 G (ROLLER LARGE) | 90 G (ROLLER SMALL)
CODE: AC-SBC-CD | AC-SBP-CD | AC-SRL-CD | AC-SRS-CD

TAG PATCH 60x40mm (set - 3pcs.) | 100x25mm (set - 3pcs.)
FABRICS: 100% PVC
WEIGHT: 45 G
CODE: OD-TP4-RB | OD-TP2-RB
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SRT-ALPHA® Target is an easy transportable training target stand for self-assembly, based on a folding target 
mount. The whole system is easily assembled and maintained, while the cover holds all the components of the 
SRT® kit together for transport. The mount was designed to hold not only the wooden spar supporting the gong, 
but two additional side poles to attach standard cardboard or paper targets. 100% Made in Poland.

Defensive or practical pistol | rifl e shooting target for exercise with a long arm. Actual target images conform the 
current qualifi cation standards targets. There are shooting exercises connected with each of the target fi elds, with 
a point count and time limit set for execution.

SRT - ALPHA® TARGET
FABRICS: STEEL 10MM HARDOX® 600
WEIGHT: 12200 G
CODE: RT-ALP-H6

PXQT | RXQT- PISTOL | RIFLE EXCERCISE/QUALIFICATION TARGET®

(100 PCS)
FABRICS: PAPER
WEIGHT:4094 G
CODE: RT-PXQ-PA | RT-RXQ-PA

• The SRT® Target includes: folding metal stand, wooden 
support, target mounting hook, four steel stabilizing 
spikes, steel target and a transporting bag – all parts sold 
separately

• The steel target gong is made of 10 mm-thick Hardox® 600 
steel slab

• Recommended size of wooden beam is at least 35x50 mm
• Target can be fi red at from either side to signifi cantly 

enhance service life

• The SRT® target is assembled and disassembled with no 
tools

• The mount allows the SRT® to be set at any surface
• Overall weight of the SRT®: 12.2 kg (26.8 lbs)
• Three diff erent gong shapes available
• Pistol, shotgun (slug), carabine, and rifl e up to .308 

compatible (not suitable for AP rounds)

• Normalized impact zones, IPSC and IDPA compatible
• Auxiliary sight zeroing targets, MOA standard
• Bilingual fi re drill descriptions at the bottom of the sheet (removable)

COLORS
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Cobra Competition Range Belt® has been designed for dynamic shooting sports, such as IPSC, IDPA and MULTIGUN. 
Stiff ened belt provides a more stable platform for holsters and pouches worn by the competitor. Competition 
Belt may be used as standalone outer belt in connection with the inner belt, comfort pad and suspenders – or go 
through the belt loops of the pants.

COBRA COMPETITION RANGE BELT®
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 340 G
CODE: PS-CR4-NL

• Stiff ened, velcro loop lined double webbing construction
• AustriAlpin® Cobra® 25 mm buckle
• Tek-Lok® buckles or other popular mounting systems compatible
• 45 mm wide

COLORS

The CMRB® belt was designed as an alternative solution for all those who prefer to use the MOLLE/PALS-compatible 
pouches or accessories, but do not want to encumber themselves with a large modular belt or sleeve. Cobra 
Modular Range Belt® would take all classical holsters, while at the same time it would fi t all modular pouches. 
Patented AustriAlpin® Cobra® buckle guarantees durable fastening.

COBRA MODULAR RANGE BELT®
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 380 G
CODE: PS-MR4-NL

• Stiff ened, velcro loop lined construction
• AustriAlpin® Cobra® 25 mm buckle
• MOLLE/PALS compatible

• Compatible with Inner Belt, Comfort Pad
• 45 mm wide

COLORS

Inner, stiff ened belt lined with hook velcro, designed to stabilize our Range and Patrol line belts. Conforms the IPSC 
regulations. Overlapping with velcro-closure – no buckle to pinch after the outer belt is added.

COMPETITION INNER BELT®
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 100 G
CODE: PS-CI4-NL

• Overlapping closure, without a buckle to pinch after the outer belt is added.
• Velcro closure
• Stiff ened, velcro lined construction
• 40 mm wide

COLORS

Internal stabilizing Non-Slip Comfort Pad® for new line of Range and Patrol belts. Perfect for gear confi guration 
for a shooting range or patrol. Stabilizes holsters, magazine pouches and other belt-mounted equipment, while 
reducing the pinching caused by gear-mounts.

NON-SLIP COMFORT PAD®
FABRICS: NYLON / ANTI-SLIP
WEIGHT: 120 G
CODE: PS-CP6-NL

• 5 mm closed cell foam padding
• Attached to the outer belt by a hook velcro
• Covered with anti-slip fabric on the inside, to 

prevent shifting of the belt on the body
• 65 mm wide
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Patrol Line gives you a choice of best Mil/LE � eld and combat 
type clothing, including some specialized individual camou� age 
solutions and uniform accessories. Our idea is to combine and 
supplement the elements of the Patrol Line with other HTX lines – 
such as Outback Line for inclement weather conditions, Range for 
shooting practice etc.
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CPU® - COMBAT PATROL UNIFORM® SHIRT
FABRICS: 100% COTTON RIPSTOP | 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER RIPSTOP | 50% COTTON, 50% NYLON (NYCO RIPSTOP),
WEIGHT: 700 G | 750 G | 750 G
CODE: BL-CPU-CR | BL-CPU-PR | BL-CPU-NR

CPU® (Combat Patrol Uniform®) shirt was designed along the lines of Polish Army Model 2010 uniform. Closed with 
main two-way zipper. Armpit ventilation zippers are accessible even with backpack or load-bearing gear on. CPU® 
has six pockets to carry essential equipment. Fleece-lined stand-up collar keeps the neck of the user protected 
from the elements and abrasion caused by weapon slings or load-bearing vest. Biceps and chest velcro panels 
allow personalization. CPU® series is one of our bestsellers.

• Stand-up collar lined with grid fl eece
• Main YKK® two-way zipper with fl ap
• Velcro ID panels on chest and biceps
• Zippered armpit ventilation slats
• Two zippered bicep pockets
• Two chest pockets with velcro fl aps and zippers
• Two lower sleeve pockets with velcro fl aps

• Lightstick slots
• Chest rank tag
• Low Profi le Protective Pads compatible
• Velcro-adjustable cuff s

COLORS

CPU® - COMBAT PATROL UNIFORM® PANTS
FABRICS: 100% COTTON RIPSTOP | 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER RIPSTOP | 50% COTTON, 50% NYLON (NYCO RIPSTOP)
WEIGHT: 800 G | 800 G | 800 G
CODE: SP-CPU-CR | SP-CPU-PR | SP-CPU-NR

COLORS

• Adjustable waist
• Reinforced seat
• Lanyard loops
• Two front pockets
• Two front EDC gear pockets
• Two rear pockets with buttoned fl aps

• Two thigh cargo pockets with velcro fl aps, button and 
drawstring retention

• Two calf pockets with velcro-closed fl aps
• Low Profi le Protective Pads compatible
• Adjustable leg cuff s
• Buttoned fl y

CPU® (Combat Patrol Uniform®) pants were designed along the lines of latest Polish Army Model 2010 uniform. Designed 
with body ergonomics and utility in mind. Anatomic cut of the CPU® pants provide freedom of movement. Cargo pockets 
provide large carrying capacity for essentials. Wide thigh pockets with drawstring retention are fi t for duty as emergency 
dump pouches. Small front pockets can carry personal items like a fl ashlight or folding knife. Calf pockets fi t standard fi eld 
dressing.
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Military hat of characteristic design with narrow and adjustable brim, in British/Australian style. Circumference 
is adjustable to fi t head size. Traditional metal vents were replaced with hidden mesh tunnels (at sides and in 
top), enhancing the air circulation. Sweatband enhances comfort and prevents sweat from accumulating on the 
forehead. Provides eff ective head camoufl age

CPU® Shorts are shorter version of the CPU® Pants. Anatomic cut does not hinder movements. Capacious pockets 
would take a lot of essential gear. Wide thigh pockets have elastic cuff  and can be used as dump pouches. Smaller 
front pockets can take a light, folding knife or spare magazine. The CPU® Series is one of our most popular, best 
selling products. 

CPU® SHORTS
FABRICS: 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER RIPSTOP | 100% COTTON RIPSTOP
WEIGHT: 512 G
CODE: SP-CPK-PR | SP-CPK-CR

• Breathable – mesh tunnels 
• Eff ective protection from sun and rain
• Elastic drawstring with a cord lock

• Elastic ribbon loops around the head circumference
• Removable chin strap with a cord lock 
• Velcro panel for easy personalization

• Adjustable waistband
• Reinforced seat
• Lanyard loop
• Two classic front pockets
• Two small inset front pockets

• Rear pockets have buttoned fl ap closure
• Two thigh pockets with velcro-closed fl aps, button and 

drawstring
• Buttoned fl y

CPU BOONIE HAT®

FABRICS: 100% COTTON RIPSTOP | 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER RIPSTOP | 50% COTTON, 50% NYLON (NYCO RIPSTOP)
WEIGHT: 125 G
CODE: KA-CPU-CR | KA-CPU-PR | KA-CPU-NR
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The SFU NEXT® Shirt combines the traditional cut with practical, modern solutions. Straight collar, button closure, 
six pockets with velcro-closed fl aps to protect the contents from dirt and water: these are SFU NEXT® Shirt’s main 
features. The chest and bicep pockets are oblique to enhance accessibility. Buttons are hidden under a fl ap, so they 
won’t snag on anything. Reinforced, profi led elbows compatible with Low Profi le Protecting Pads, protect the users 
elbows while shooting prone or crawling.

The SFU NEXT® Pants off er ease of movement and thought-out pocket carry system. They are the next generation 
of the SFU™ Pants, designed with users feedback in mind. They combine classic look, bespoke anatomic cut and a 
system of nine pockets to carry essential equipment.

Traditional cotton T-Shirt. Base, next to skin layer. Available in a wide variety of colors and camoufl ages.

SFU NEXT® SHIRT
FABRICS: 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER RIPSTOP
WEIGHT: 680 G
CODE: BL-SFN-PR

SFU NEXT® PANTS
FABRICS: 100% COTTON RIPSTOP | 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER RIPSTOP | 60% COTTON / 40% POLYESTER TWILL
WEIGHT: 775 G
CODE: SP-SFN-CR | SP-SFN-PR | SP-SFN-PT

CLASSIC ARMY T-SHIRT
FABRICS: 100% COTTON, 165G/M2

WEIGHT: 170 G
CODE: TS-TSH-CO

• Classic collar
• Button closed, buttons closed under a fl ap
• Velcro ID panels on biceps and chest
• Upper arm oblique pockets with velcro closed fl aps
• Chest pockets with velcro-closed fl aps
• Lower pockets with velcro-closed fl aps

• Rank tab on chest (only PL Woodland)
• Elbow reinforcements with internal Low Profi le 

Protective Pads pockets
• Waist adjustment (buttons)
• Velcro-adjusted sleeve cuff s

• Adjustable waist and cuff s
• D-rings
• Two front pockets
• Reinforced edges of the pockets for folding knife clip
• Two slim front EDC gear pockets with new closure type
• Two rear pockets 
• Two thigh cargo pockets with velcro fl aps and button 

closure, internal organizers and elastic loop for magazine, 
fi eld dressing or other EDC gear

• Velcro fl apped calf pocket
• Reinforced seat and knees
• Low Profi le Protective Pads compatible
• Pant leg cuff  elastic drawstrings
• Buttoned fl y

COLORS
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Guardian Chest Rig® is a universal carry platform to accommodate basic ammunition load and personal equipment. 
Designed to work along with a backpack and belt kit, it would optimize the confi guration of your combat gear. 
Depending on the number and size of magazines the height of the fi xed pouches fl aps can be adjusted, also 
exchangeable magazine/handgun inserts can be rearranged accordingly. 

New generation of the RACCOON® backpack incorporates users feedback and our experiences with this model. 
Lightweight, yet sturdy twenty liter pack is an optimal choice not only for everyday use, but also for day hikes or 
tactical ops. RACCOON Mk2® has main compartment and one similarly sized external pocket. MOLLE/PALS system 
compatible. Shockcord allows attachment of additional equipment like jackets, sleeping mat etc.

GUARDIAN CHEST RIG®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 940 G
CODE: KK-GCR-CD

RACCOON Mk2 BACKPACK®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 1190 G
CODE: PL-RC2-CD

• Universal, removable, adjustable X- or H-harness
• Channels on straps for wiring, antenna, hydration tubes 

etc.
• Exchangeable inserts (included): double pistol magazine, 

double rifl e (AR/AK) magazine, handgun
• Three fi xed double rifl e magazine pouches (AK/AR) – 6 

magazines in total

• Height-adjustable magazine pouch fl aps
• Two spacious cargo pockets (USGI canteen compatible)
• Bottom PALS/MOLLE panel for additional pouches / 

accessories
• All pouches and pockets are fi tted with PALS/MOLLE 

system on their fronts

• Detachable webbing hip belt
• Side and bottom compression straps
• Carrying strap
• Shock cord with a cord lock
• Velcro ID Panel
• Large internal organizer for maps, pens, lights etc
• Mesh pocket for smaller items in main compartment

• Hydration bladder compartment
• Spacer mesh on back panel and suspenders, enhancing 

airfl ow 
• MOLLE/PALS Compatible
• YKK® zippers

COLORS
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This durable nylon webbing trouser belt features patented quick release AustriAlpin® Cobra® buckle. Easily 
adjustable (no holes), designed for everyday use. Buckle-integrated D-ring. Fits all our pants and shorts.
Not for climbing or as LSE use.

50 mm-wide outer, tactical belt designed to carry basic equipment for Mil/LE operators, such as magazine/baton/
fl ashlight/radio pouches and pistol holsters. The belt can be quickly released but never by accident – thanks to 
a special three-point Durafl ex® buckle. The inner side of the belt has a cell system additionally stabilizing the 
magazine pouches and preventing them from shifting along the belt. Comes with simple inner belt to stabilize 
the main duty belt system.

COBRA D-RING (FX 38 | FX 45) TACTICAL BELT®
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 230 G | 300 G
CODE: PS-CX8-NL | PS-CX4-NL

DEFENDER SECURITY BELT®
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 225 G
CODE: PS-DEF-NL

• AustriAlpin® D-ring Cobra® buckle
• 38 mm | 45mm wide

• Duty belt system consisting of the two belts: exterior, duty belt and inner stabilizing belt
• Durafl ex® three-point buckle to prevent accidental unbuckling
• 50 mm wide

COLORS

The CMRB® is the cornerstone of our Patrol duty gear line. It may be worn as standalone, independent platform to 
carry holsters, magazine pouches and other MOLLE/PALS-compatible equipment or it can be used as main belt for 
modular sleeves. CMRB® features the certifi ed D-ring Cobra® buckle by AustriAlpin®.

COBRA MODULAR RESCUE BELT®
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 360 G
CODE: PS-MS4-NL

• AustriAlpin® D-ring Cobra® buckle
• MOLLE/PALS compatible
• Inner Belt® compatible
• 45mm wide

COLORS

COLORS
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WildWood® is a new pattern developed at the request of Polish Special Forces, through a deep collaboration between 
Hyde Defi nition® and Helikon-Tex®. It is based on the well-proven and widely used PenCott® pattern geometry.
Creating WildWood® we strived to create a pattern optimal for transitional and woodland areas of the moderate climes 
of mostly Central-Eastern Europe. We started the process by re-appraising the GreenZone®, adding more brown shades, 
while de-saturating greens. We used in-the-fi eld digital colour sampling to create the palette for WildWood® and then 
evaluated several iterations as digital prints in-the-fi eld. Our analyses then informed the process to optimize and fi nalize 
the colour values and standards for production. 
 
WildWood® incorporates all of the features that make the PenCott® patterns the most advanced and eff ective concealment 
solutions on the market today.
3-in-1 / 360° pattern geometry:  the inclusion of large, medium and small fractal shapes makes the patterns eff ective at 
close, mid, and long range – and, because of its non-linear orientation, the full eff ectiveness of the pattern is retained 
whether the wearer is standing, kneeling or prone. 
Depth + Blending + Disruption:  the combination of multi-sized fractal shapes, high-diff erence boundary layers and a 
hypoacuitively dithered micro-pattern creates the illusion of depth, whilst also creating a pattern that both blends into 
the terrain and disrupts the shape of the wearer.
Naturalistic tones and textures:  the complex, hybrid design of WildWood® also delivers a pattern that looks more ‘organic’, 
natural and textured than typical digital or analogue patterns.
 
The WildWood® pattern is the optimum solution for concealment wherever the “greenery” is a little bit toned-down or 
drier. WildWood® complements our existing GreenZone® pattern for verdant environments, our BadLands® pattern for 
transitional environments, our SnowDrift® pattern for winter environments and our SandStorm® pattern for arid / desert 
environments. The WildWood® and GreenZone® patterns remain compatible.
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Medical Line products will come in di� erent shapes, sizes and 
variants – from basic pocket insert to a vehicle med kit bag. 
Layout and proposed contents of each med kit are consulted by 
professionals, and our intent is to make those kits supplemental to 
all other Helikon-Tex® Lines.
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• Stiff ened construction
• Refl ective front marker
• Velcro ID panel
• Refl ective handles
• Closed with a two-way zipper
• Flat and smooth to prevent snagging
• Detachable stiff ened insert covered in velcro
• Two inner fl at mesh zipped pockets
• Numerous Versatile Insert System®-compatible inserts 

included to compartmentalize medical supplies as per 
kit purpose

• Detachable shoulder strap
• Rear wall fi tted with (coverable) velcro patches to attach 

the med kit to the car upholstery or bag velcro panels 
(e.g. Rangemaster Gear Bag®)

• Medical supplies not included
• YKK® zippers

Automotive Med Kit® was designed as the main vehicular fi rst aid kit. Its compact, fl at form allows it to be fi t under the car seats or be attached to a car upholstery, in side door or seat 
pockets, while lack of sharp edges prevents snagging. The Automotive Med Kit® is fi t for shooting range training session medical support. The med kit fi ts ideally in the Helikon-Tex® 
Range Line Rangemaster® kit bag side pocket.

AUTOMOTIVE MED KIT® Pouch
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 530 G
CODE: MO-M07-CD
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Time and rescuer’s safety are what counts in fi rst aid. Our Modular Individual Med Kit® combines a bespoke pouch 
and our Universal Med Insert®. The Insert opens to the sides, providing instant access to the contents segregated at 
user’s discretion. Combined they allow to set the basic fi rst aid kit in a deliberate, optimal layout – from gloves to 
gauze, to bandages, to disinfectant and trauma shears. 

MODULAR INDIVIDUAL MED KIT®

FABRICS: POUCH: 100% CORDURA® 500D | INSERT: 100 POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 323 G
CODE: MO-M02-CD

Pouch:
• Detachable hip belt with buckle
• External velcro panel with refl ective Paramedic cross
• Fit for both vertical or horizontal carry
• Three external ribbons and an elastic drawstring in 

lower part
• Compatible with DUTY BELT/MOLLE/PALS and backpack 

straps
• YKK® zipper

Insert:
• Durable, rubber-covered handle
• Velcro closure
• Four folding panels 
• Refl ective Paramedic cross
• Translucent window for and ICE/procedural card
• Back velcro panel for mounting inside covers, bag, 

backpacks etc.
• Medical supplies not included

COLORS

Universal Med Insert® allows to set the basic fi rst aid kit in a deliberate, optimal layout – from gloves to gauze, to 
bandages, to disinfectant and scissors. 
The Insert opens to the sides, providing instant access to the contents segregated according to user’s discretion. 
Segments of the insert can be easily closed with velcro and open with deliberately placed opening loops. On 
opening the rescuer has access to whole of the med kit. Modular Individual Med Kit® should be mandatory for 
both terrain and urban operations.

UNIVERSAL MED INSERT®

FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 140 G
CODE: MO-M03-PO

• Durable, rubber-covered handle
• Velcro closure
• Four folding panels (organizers with elastic loops, 

Paracord loops and mesh)
• Refl ective Paramedic cross

• Translucent window for and ICE/procedural card
• Back velcro panel for mounting inside covers, bag, 

backpacks etc.
• Medical supplies not included

COLORS

Pocket Med Insert® is a small, lightweight and fl at fi rst aid kit that fi ts inside pants pocket. It would take basic items, 
like gloves, ICE Card, resuscitation mask, plasters and dressings,  saline bottle or small trauma shears.

POCKET MED INSERT®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 91 G
CODE: MO-M04-CD

• Folding wallet design
• Refl ective paramedic cross
• Clear vinyl window for ICE/procedures Card
• Reinforced, rubberized pull-out handle
• Pockets and loops for basic medical supplies including 

small trauma shears

• Velcro closure
• Designed to fi t most medium size cargo pockets in 

pants and jackets
• Scissors rear wall sleeve
• Medical supplies not included
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Mini Med Kit® is a simple pouch containing two zippered mesh pockets. The kit was design to contain the everyday 
medical essentials. The Mini Med Kit® is so small, that everybody would carry it at his belt for a day and won’t even 
notice, and so simple to use, that even children can take it with them to school. 

The smallest of our medical inserts holds bare essentials, like examination gloves and plasters, plus a simplest 
resuscitation mask. Rubber-covered handle assists in drawing it from the pouch or pocket, while refl ective 
paramedic cross provides easy identifi cation amongst other kit.

MINI MED KIT®

FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 101 G
CODE: MO-M05-NL

MICRO MED KIT®

FABRICS: 100% NYLON 210D
WEIGHT: 20G
CODE: MO-M06-CD

• Two zippered mesh pockets for medical supplies
• External velcro panel with refl ective Paramedic cross
• Lanyard loop
• DUTY BELT/MOLLE/PALS-compatible
• YKK® zippers
• Medical supplies not included

• Folding wallet-style
• Refl ective paramedic cross
• Durable rubber-covered handle
• Two pockets for bare medical essentials
• Medical supplies not included
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Outback Line is our technical clothing and accessories line concept. 
From baselayers through all intermediate levels of insulation for both 
dynamic and static activities to outer layers including windshirts, 
softshells, hardshells and Climashield® parkas. Accessories 
developed for Outback Line will focus on travel, gear packing and 
outdoor expeditions.
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• Hybrid construction of DuraCanvas® and VersaStrech®
• Wax-impregnable
• Anatomic cut of the UTP/OTP (crotch gusset)
• Two classic front pockets with edges reinforced for 

knife/light clips
• Two cargo closed with inverted YKK® zippers
• Two velcro-closed front thigh pockets
• Elastic velcro-closed waistband for additional 

adjustment

• Wide belt loops (up to 50 mm wide)
• Two lanyard loops at belt loops
• Low Profi le Protective Pads compatible 
• Velcro-adjusted pant leg cuff s
• YKK® zippered fl y

Hybrid Outback Pants® are advanced hybrid outdoor pants, equally suitable for long mountain treks and bivouacking. The pants are comfortable and durable. They can be partly 
waterproofed with wax. There are two classic front pockets with edges reinforced for knife/light clips, two velcro-closed front thigh pockets and two zippered cargo pockets. Knees 
reinforcements have inner pockets for our Neoprene Low Profi le Protective Pads which would facilitate camp chores.

HYBRID OUTBACK PANTS®
FABRICS: DURACANVAS®: 2-WAY ELASTIC POLYESTER 60%, COTTON 38%, SPANDEX 2% | VERSASTRETCH®: 4-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 93%, SPANDEX 7% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 580 G
CODE: SP-HOP-DC
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Our softshell Blizzard Jacket® is a fi tting complement to our Blizzard Series pants. As lightweight outer garment it 
is fi tting for most weather conditions. This is a universal jacket of a slightly paramilitary taste. Outer shell is rugged, 
DWR coated. The fabric is elastic, which provides for enhanced comfort. Elongated cut combined with adjustable 
hood, bottom and sleeve cuff s allow to fi t the jacket individually and protection from elements. Hood is collar-
stowed. Six pockets contains carry essentials with ease.

Blizzard Pants® are advanced, universal foul weather apparel, especially suitable for mountain hiking. Two types 
of soft shell fabrics (2-way and 4-way expanding) were combined to provide durability, ease of movement, 
while retaining breathability. The pants have capacious cargo pockets, additional ventilation channels, pant leg 
reinforcements and boot-lace hooks. 

BLIZZARD JACKET®

FABRICS: 98% NYLON, 2% SPANDEX / DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 670 G
CODE: KU-BLZ-NL

BLIZZARD PANTS®

FABRICS: MAIN FABRIC: 98% NYLON, 2% SPANDEX / STRETCH PANELS: 89 % NYLON, 11 % SPANDEX / DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 520 G
CODE: SP-BLZ-NL

SNOWFALL LONG GAITERS®
FABRICS: CORDURA® 500D / VERSASTRETCH®: 4-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 93%, SPANDEX 7% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 280 G
CODE: BU-SLG-CD
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• Main two-way YKK® zipper with thermal shield and chin 
guard

• Rugged, 4-way elastic fabric at elbows
• Lightweight, breathable, 2-way elastic fabric for sleeves 

and body
• Two zippered torso pockets with fl at internal pockets
• Two zippered upper sleeve pocket

• Armpit zippered mesh-covered ventilation slats
• Matching color upper sleeve velcro panels for easy 

personalization
• Adjustable, folding, collar-stowed, visored hood
• Elastic drawstring-adjustable bottom 
• Velcro-adjustable sleeve cuff s
• YKK® zippers

• Hybrid construction of two soft shell fabrics
• Crotch gusset
• Durable, 4-way expanding fabric for knees and seat 
• Breathable, light weight, 2-way expanding fabric for 

pant legs and pockets
• Four hip pockets (two front, two rear)
• Thigh pockets with reinforced edges for light/knife 

clips
• Two large, zippered thigh cargo pockets with internal 

organizers

• Nylon-reinforced lower pant leg edges
• Two zipper-adjusted ventilation channels
• Elastic part leg adjustment
• Boot-lace hooks
• Wide belt loops (up to 50 mm)
• Integral, but easily removable, pants belt with plastic 

buckle
• Snap closure
• YKK® zippered fl y 

Snowfall Long Gaiters® dynamically conform the leg line thanks to breathable elastic VersaStretch® fabric inserts at 
the back. Upper opening is elastic band adjustable, and the gaiter is closed with wide and durable velcro closure. 
Robust hook enables to anchor them to the boot laces. Gaiters are fi tted with adjustable stirrup strap made out of 
Hypalon – a fabric, that is superbly resistant to wear and almost insensitive to weather.

• Snowfall Long Gaiters® are long, front velcro-closed 
snow gaiters, 

• The rear upper panel is made of the Versastretch® 
softshell fabric, of superior wicking capabilities to 
draw the humidity away.

• Length-adjustable stirrup strap is made of Hypalon
• Front hook for lace-attachment.
• Adjustable, elastic draw cord in the top upper edge.
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Stratus® Heavy Fleece Jacket is patterned after the dark blue, thick US Army fl eece garments . We have added a few 
useful details . Stratus® is made out of 320g/m2 fl eece, has zippered chest pockets with internal zippered pocket, 
mesh ventilation armpit inserts, useful upper sleeve pockets and high collar. Nylon reinforcements at elbows and 
shoulders prevent fl eece being worn thin. This jacket can be worn as standalone item or as warming layer.

Cumulus® is Stratus® twin brother, of the same cut, with same elbows and shoulders reinforcement pattern. 
Additionally it has a capacious hood with a little visor, large inner mesh pockets and straight side pockets. 
Universal, practical, comfortable.

Universal outdoor fl eece jacket for ladies. Anatomically cut to conform woman’s shapes plus additional care was 
taken of the small details: the robust, coarse zippers of the original Cumulus® Jacket were replaced with fi ner, more 
discreet pitched ones.

COLORS

COLORS

• Main two-way YKK® zipper with thermal slat and chin 
guard

• Two zippered torso pockets with electronics organizers
• Two upper sleeve zippered pockets
• Matching color biceps velcro ID panels
• High standing collar

• Elastic sleeve cuff s
• Nylon elbow and shoulder reinforcements
• Mesh-covered ventilation slots in armpits
• Elastic drawstring adjustable bottom
• YKK® zippers

• Main two-way YKK® zipper with thermal slat and chin 
guard

• Two external zippered pockets on the torso with 
electronics organizer 

• Two zippered upper sleeve pockets
• Matching color biceps velcro ID panels
• Visored hood

• Elastic sleeve cuff s
• Nylon reinforcement patches on elbows and shoulders
• Mesh-covered ventilation openings in armpits 
• Elastic drawstring at the bottom
• Extended cut
• YKK® zippers

• Main two-way YKK® zipper with wind fl ap and chin 
guard

• Two zippered lower front pockets
• Two upper sleeve zippered pockets
• Biceps velcro ID panels
• Visored hood

• Elastic sleeve cuff s
• Nylon reinforcements on shoulders and elbows
• Bottom adjustable by elastic drawstring
• Elongated cut
• YKK® zippers

STRATUS® HEAVY FLEECE
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER, SUPERFINE FLEECE 320G/M2

WEIGHT: 750 G
CODE: BL-STC-HF

WOMEN’S CUMULUS® HEAVY FLEECE
FABRICS: 100% POLYSESTER, SUPERFINE FLEECE 320 G/M2

WEIGHT: 750 G
CODE: BL-CBW-HF

CUMULUS® HEAVY FLEECE
FABRICS:  100% POLYESTER, SUPERFINE FLEECE 320G/M2

WEIGHT: 790 G
CODE: BL-CMB-HF
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Level 7 Winter Jacket an outer insulation layer for extreme cold weather. The Climashield®Apex™ insulation 
keeps user warm in any conditions, and dries quickly if wet. The outer Nylon shell protects from wind and water 
while allowing breathing and protecting the insulation from damage. Collar hides spacious hood, adjustable 
by drawstring accessible through breats pockets. The chest pockets are fl eece-lined. Large side pockets zippers 
allow access even while wearing heavy mittens. The Level 7 Jacket is easily compressed, without loosing any of its 
insulation properties. 

• Keeps user warm even if soaking wet
• Lightweight and easily compressed
• Main two-way YKK® zipper with thermal shield and chin 

guard
• Collar-stowed adjustable hood, combat helmet 

compatible
• Velcro ID panels
• Side chest pockets with lanyard D-Rings and electronics / 

heaters organizers
• Internal zippered ‘dry’ pocket for ID and valuables
• Two mesh pockets inside for drying wet clothes
• Bottom adjustable with elastic drawstring
• Partly elastic velcro-adjusted sleeve cuff s
• YKK® zippers 
• Compression bag included

LEVEL 7 LIGHTWEIGHT WINTER JACKET
FABRICS: CLIMASHIELD® APEX™ INSULATION (100 G/M² FOR BODY, 67 G/M² FOR HOOD), NYLON RIPSTOP OUTER LAYER
WEIGHT: 870 G
CODE: KU-L70-NL

COLORS

COLORS

COLORS

When stifl ing heat precludes using the OTP® trousers, our OTS®, Outdoor Tactical Shorts® enable to retain full 
functionality of the favourite pants in truncated edition. Full functionality of the OTP® in truncated size, fi t for 
summertime.

• Elastic waistband with velcro fastener
• 50 mm wide belt loops
• Two key loops, D-ring or carabiner compatible
• Classic jeans ‘neck’ shape prevents riding down
• Two mesh front pockets with strengthened edges for 

gear clips
• Two mesh wide back pockets
• Two slim back pockets - depth-adjustable

• Two mesh thigh cargo pockets with YKK® reverse
• Elastic loops in cargo pockets for spare magazines, 

fi eld dressing or other small essentials
• Two front velcro-closed fl apped pockets for smart 

phone or AR magazine
• External length of the pant leg: 8.5”
• YKK® zippered fl y

OUTDOOR TACTICAL SHORTS®8,5’’
FABRICS: VERSASTRETCH®: 4-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 93%, SPANDEX 7% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 400 G
CODE: SP-OTS-NL

Many of our customers operate not only in cities, but in the boondocks as well. Listening to their positive feedback 
about using UTP®, our designers have created their special outdoor version – the Outdoor Tactical Pants®. They 
have retained all functionalities of their predecessor, but some details were tweaked to better fi t the terrain use. 
The fabric used is light, elastic and superbly breathable. Lends itself superbly for outdoor activities. Protects from 
light rain and winter. Dries quickly.

OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®

FABRICS: VERSASTRETCH®: 4-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 93%, SPANDEX 7% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 580 G
CODE: SP-OTP-NL

• Elastic waistband with velcro fastener
• 50 mm wide belt loops
• Two key loops, D-ring or carabiner compatible
• Classic jeans ‘neck’ shape prevents riding down
• Two mesh front pockets with strengthened edges for 

gear clips
• Two mesh wide back pockets
• Two slim back pockets depth-adjustable

• Two mesh thigh cargo pockets with YKK® reverse
• Elastic loops in cargo pockets for spare magazines, fi eld 

dressing or other small essentials
• Two front velcro-closed fl apped pockets for smart 

phone or AR magazine
• Low Profi le Insert Pads compatible
• Cuff s with cord channels
• YKK® zippered fl y
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Malamute Vest can be used as a stand-alone layer or underneath outer layers. Climashield®Apex™ insulation 
keep user warm and dry in any conditions. If exposed to moisture, insulation dries immediately. Nylon outer layer 
provides durability, secures insulation material and provides crucial wind and water resistance without blocking 
the breathability. Two chest pockets are lined with fl eece to provide protection against cold. Internal chest pocket 
is zipper-closed. The Malamute vest is highly compressible without loss of properties.

Wolfhound is a lightweight warm jacket designed as an insulation layer, either standalone or combined with some 
outer layer. The Climashield® Apex™ insulation keeps user warm in all conditions. VersaStrech® fabric panels in 
armpits improve air circulation and enhances comfort, while cuff s of the same fabric keep sleeves closed, trapping 
the warm air and preventing wind from chilling arms. Outstanding warming properties, high breathability, light 
weight and high compressibility – all combine to make Wolfhound a perfect all-year garment for all outdoor 
enthusiasts (and more).

Windrunner is an ideal carry-on item – in a bag or backpack – because of its minimum weight and size when 
folded. Ultralight, tight-woven Nylon fabric protects from wind, and if the DWR coating is regularly maintained, 
also from light rain. Windrunner would also be an ideal garment for jogging. Mesh ventilation slats in armpits allow 
air circulation. On cooler day, worn on top of a fl eece, keeps the body warmth from escaping and protects against 
wind chilling. Large channel pocket would accommodate a cap, gloves or a buff . Two small fl at pockets inside the 
large pocket would help to organize small items like smartphone or cards holder. 

COLORS

COLORS

COLORS

• Keeps the user warm even when wet
• Lightweight and compressible
• Climashield®Apex™ insulation (67 g/m2)
• Main two-way YKK® zipper with wind fl ap and chin guard
• Stand-up collar with retention
• Velcro ID panel

• Outer chest pockets with D-Rings and device slots
•  ‘Dry’ internal pocket for documents and valuables
• Elastic drawcords for bottom and sleeves
• YKK® zippers
• Compression bag enclosed

• Climashield® Apex™ insulation (67 g/m2)
• Lightweight and compressible
• Armpits and cuff s of thinner, elastic VersaStretch fabric
• Main YKK® zipper
• Left bicep velcro ID panel
• Two lower front zippered external pockets

• External zippered chest pocket 
• Internal zippered pocket
• Fleece lined collar
• Bottom-adjustable by elastic drawstring
• YKK® zippers
• Compression bag included

• Doubly-adjusted hood with laminated visor
• Armpit ventilation slats covered with mesh 
• Large front channel pocket zippered on either end 

allows hands to be warmed and small items organized
• Elbow reinforcements

• Elastic sleeve cuff s
• Bottom adjustable by elastic drawstring
• Integral self-pack pocket
• YKK® zippers

MALAMUTE LIGHTWEIGHT VEST
FABRICS: CLIMASHIELD® APEX™ INSULATION (67 G/M2) / NYLON RIPSTOP OUTER LAYER
WEIGHT: 460 G
CODE: KK-MMT-NL

WOLFHOUND LIGHT INSULATED JACKET
FABRICS: CLIMASHIELD® APEX™ INSULATION (67 G/M2) / WINDPACK NYLON®: MICRO RIPSTOP NYLON 100% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 490 G
CODE: KU-WLF-NL

WINDRUNNER - LIGHTWEIGHT WINDSHIRT
FABRICS: WINDPACK NYLON®: MICRO RIPSTOP NYLON 100% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 200 G
CODE: KU-WDR-NL
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Classic cargo pouch to be attached to DUTY BELT/MOLLE/PALS. velcro mounting panel inside to attach inserts 
compatible with Versatile Insert System®, elastic loops to stabilize larger items and a lanyard loop. This pouch 
would prove itself as a cargo side pocket of a backpack or hip-mounted item. 

Super lightweight, packable packcells are designed to help organize and store garments and gear while packing 
and travelling. They can be stuff ed into a backpack to have them all neatly packed and compressed. Having them in 
three diff erent sizes allows to match packcells to the backpack capacity without adding bulk or weight.

GENERAL PURPOSE CARGO®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 120 G | SIZING: 17x12x7 CM | CAPACITY: 1,5 L
CODE: MO-U05-CD

PACKCELL SET®

FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 180 G | SIZING: 23x12x9 CM (SMALL), 32x17x13,5 CM (MEDIUM), 35x21x17 CM (LARGE) | CAPACITY: 2,5 L, 7,4 L, 12,5 L
CODE: MO-O07-PO

COLORS

COLORS

COLORS

Medium sized, padded electronics pouch designed to be worn vertically on a backpack carrying strap or MOLLE/
PALS platform. Holds smartphones, GPS devices, writing utensils and similar items.

NAVTEL POUCH®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 116 G | SIZING: 15x9x4 CM | CAPACITY: 0,5 L
CODE: MO-O08-CD

• Padded, soft material lined main pocket, with elastic webbing retainer
• External velcro-closed pocket with dummy-cording loop
• Front velcro ID panel
• DUTY BELT/MOLLE/PALS compatible
• YKK® zipper

• Two elastic loops inside
• External PALS segments to attach additional items 
• MOLLE/PALS/DUTY BELT compatible
• Versatile Insert System® compatible
• YKK® zippers

• Made of lightweight micro-ripstop
• Slim, rubberized carry handles
• Velcro ID panel
• Compression straps with Durfl ex® buckles
• YKK® zipper closure
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Multifunctional merino wool shawl. Lightweight and quick-drying. Depending on the need, time of the year, 
weather and preferred activity it can serve as cap, balaclava, tubular scarf, forehead band or hair wrap. Perfect all 
year round. 

MERINO WRAP
FABRICS: 100% MERINO WOOL
WEIGHT: 30 G
CODE: CZ-MWP-MW

COLORS

• Universal use
• Lightweight
• Breathable 

Lightweight merino wool knitted cap would prove its mettle when you need a small volume, amply heating and 
quick drying product. The merino wool is perfectly natural moisture wicking material, that is lightweight and keeps 
no odors. It would prove perfect as helmet – be it bicycle or tactical – comforter.

MERINO BEANIE CAP
FABRICS: 100% MERINO WOOL
WEIGHT: 25 G
CODE: CZ-MBN-MW

COLORS

• Lightweight
• Breathable
• Discreet logo

The simplest and most multifunctional item right after a common bandana. Multifunctional polyester shawl, 
lightweight and breathable. Can be worn as neck scarf, cap, forehead band, wrist band, face protection etc. In 
survival situations can serve as a water fi lter, band-aid, broken or disjointed limb stiff ening element – only the 
boundaries of one’s imagination limits its use. 

LIGHT WRAP
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 25 G
CODE: CZ-LWP-PO

COLORS

• Lightweight
• Breathable

If one is mountaineering in a thermal outfi t, it behooves to have a similar fi tting cap. Our Folding Outdoor Cap® is a 
new quality amongst the baseball caps. It is made entirely out of lightweight and breathable StormStretch® fabric, 
with velcro front panel to attach ID patches. Folding peak allows for easy pocketing of the cap.

FOLDING OUTDOOR CAP®
FABRICS: STORMSTRETCH®: 2-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 98%, SPANDEX 2% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 60 G
CODE: CZ-FOC-NL

COLORS

• Breathable
• Front velcro panel
• Folding peak
• Universal size
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Hikers, hunters, wildlife enthusiasts and photographers – they all 
appreciate a solid, rugged and well-thought out gear and garments. 
We have developed complete line of products that are useful in the 
wild – a range of camping gear, survival essentials and heavy duty, 
practical clothing that would withstand wear, tear and camp� res 
much better than high-tech garments.

The SurvivalTech training company is operating on the Polish market since 2010. Its instructors have an average of 20 years experience in 
di� erent outdoor activities: they are retired Special Forces operators, active scouting instructors, paramilitary trainers etc. Their expertise they 
use mainly for realistic survival techniques training, to teach how to cope with emergencies in all weather conditions, whole year around. 
Their experiences and innovative ideas they forge into new products that we o� er to survivalists and bushcrafters.
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COLORS

• Warm hood
• Integral self-pack pocket
• Zippered front pocket
• USGI poncho compatible
• Can be used as: emergency jacket, sleeping bag or sleeping bag liner, blanket, hammock liner (quilt) etc.
• Lightweight, non soaking, easy to transport
• Ideally fi ts the BOB® backpack
• WooJin® Buckles
• YKK® zippers

Swagman Roll® is a multifunction tool, applicable wherever a warm cover is required. You can use it a poncho liner, emergency sleeping bag, enhance your regular sleeping bag with it, 
wrap in it as if it was a blanket, line your hammock with it – or just wear as a stand-alone long, warm coat. It is made of thin Nylon fabric, fi lled with one of the most advanced insulating 
materials – the Climashield® Apex™ – that keeps user warm, is breathable, very light and dries quickly if wet.

FABRICS: CLIMASHIELD® APEX™ INSULATION (67 G/M2), WINDPACK NYLON®: 2-WAY ELASTIC NYLON 100% WITH DUPONT™ TEFLON® COATING
WEIGHT: 710 G
CODE: PO-SMR-NL
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We have created a universal shelter cape for bivouac-goers. 19 attachment points provides for about an endless 
choice of possible confi gurations for all terrains and climes.  To keep it lightweight, we made it out of plastic-coated 
ripstop fabric. Reinforced attachment points and glued seams guarantee durability and sealing. The zippered cover 
allows allows easy packing, even when wet. Nine ribbons allow to cinch the cover to the backpack, saving the 
internal capacity. The drawstring-compressed bag enclosed with the tarp allows to compact it for transport.

SUPERTARP
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 710 G
CODE: PO-STP-PO

COLORS

• Made of coated Ripstop
• Reinforced seams
• Nineteen reinforced attachment points
• Two covers enclosed: a drawstring bag and zippered sleeve with mesh 

bottom for drying, attached to the backpack via nine webbing bands

Made of DuraCanvas® fabrics Pilgrim Anorak® is an all-weather intensive-use outdoor coat. The elongated cut, 
armpit ventilation and large, functional hood protect the wearer from wind, rain or snow. There are four chest 
pockets, two handwarmer (‘Napoleon’) pockets and two oblique large Canadian button-closed ones. In the 
lower part there is a large, open-ended tunnel pocket. The anorak can be worn half-open to avoid sweating in 
summertime, contrary to most other anoraks.

The pants are made of DuraCanvas® fabric, therefore they are robust, yet lightweight for their advanced design. 
They feature seat and knee reinforcement, additionally knees have inner pockets for added protection of our 
Neoprene Low Profi le Protection Pads inserts. The pants feature elevated midriff  in the back with additional kidney-
protection panel. There is a total of eight pockets. The thigh pockets are lined with mesh for air circulation with 
open pockets. Waistband and leg cuff s are elastic drawstring adjustable. Suspenders can be buttoned to the pants. 
The fabric can be water-proofed with a special wax.

PILGRIM ANORAK®
FABRICS: DURACANVAS®: 2-WAY ELASTIC POLYESTER 60%, COTTON 38%, SPANDEX 2%
WEIGHT: 920 G
CODE: KU-PGM-DC

PILGRIM PANTS®
FABRICS: DURACANVAS®: 2-WAY ELASTIC POLYESTER 60%, COTTON 38%, SPANDEX 2%
WEIGHT: 730 G
CODE: SP-PGM-DC

COLORS

COLORS

• Oversized cut
• Elongated tail
• Elastic waist drawstring
• Front fl eece-lined pocket
• Zippered upper sleeve pockets
• Two zippered Napoleon pockets
• Two oblique Canadian button-closed pockets
• Wax - impregnable

• Spacious, adjustable hood with little visor
• Hidden ventilation slot in the hood’s rear
• Mesh lining
• Elbow reinforcements
• Internal gloves-drying hangers
• Velcro adjustable cuff s
• YKK® zippers

• Extended back midriff  protects the kidneys
• Two classic front pockets
• Button-closed pockets for folding knife, multitool or 

pocket light 
• Zippered thigh pockets 
• Thigh pockets mesh lined for ventilation
• Folding saw pocket inside thigh pocket

• Drawstring adjustable in waist and leg cuff s
• Wax - impregnable
• Suspenders-ready
• Low Profi le Protective Pads compatible 
• YKK® zippers
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MATILDA BACKPACK®
FABRICS: CORDURA® 500D, NYLON 210D
WEIGHT: 1600 G
CODE: PL-MTA-NL

Matilda is a functional universal backpack inspired by that American classic – the ALICE backpack. Each external 
pocket has a back channel, and drawstring adjustable sleeve. The main chamber fl ap has got two big pockets. 
MOLLE/PALS ribbons are sewn in several places externally. There are compression straps at the sides. The carry 
system is based on plastic-stiff ened back fi tted with breathable mesh pads and anatomically shaped straps. Wide 
detachable hip belt is also included, with PALS attachment points.

COLORS

• Carrying strap
• Reinforced in key points
• Back stiff eners
• Comfortable carrying system
• Ergonomic, comfortable straps
• MOLLE/PALS panels for additional pouch attachment
• Side compression bands
• Two zippered fl ap pockets: external and mesh internal 
• Velcro ID panel

• Double main chamber adjustment with drawstrings
• MOLLE/PALS attachment points inside for modular 

inserts or pouches 
• Hydration systems compatible – Camelbak holder
• Three external buckled pockets with drawstring sleeves
• Detachable adjustable hip belt
• WooJin® Buckles
• YKK® zippers

FOXTROT Mk2®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 650 G
CODE: TB-FX2-CD

The Foxtrot Mk2® Belt Rig can be worn as a stand-alone item or be worn with functional suspenders. The 
Foxtrot comprises the main compartment with open-top sewn water bottle pockets. Partial hip belt has MOLLE/
PALS attachment points for modular pouches (med kit, knife pouch, cargo pouch etc.). The main compartment 
comprises two zippered pockets with a velcro-closed one on the front. Additional Versatile Insert System®-
compatible inserts can be added within the main compartment. Suspenders are easily-adjustable with velcro at 
the back, they stabilize the load and spread the loads all over the wearer’s frame.

COLORS

• Carrying strap
• 50 mm wide hip belt with buckle
• Main compartment of large capacity
• Two water bottle pockets
• 50 mm / MOLLE/PALS system
• Bottom compression ribbons
• Comfortable adjustable H-suspenders with four pack of 

band attachment eyelets

• MOLLE/PALS system with channels for knife/saw/axe etc.
• Capacious main chamber with zippered mesh pocket and 

velcro panel Versatile Insert System® compatible
• Inner velcro-closed pocket with integral organizer 
• Two outer water bottle pockets
• Velcro ID panel
• YKK® zippers

Carryall Backup Bag® is an ideal Musette Bag: you stuff  there whatever did not fi t inside the backpack – extra food, 
fi re-starting gear etc. Good for shopping, hiking to a mountain chalet, or emergency carry-all stuff ed in a vehicle 
or Just-In-Case bag. Made of polyester rip-stop with a comfy, wide carrying strap. Can be collapsed into its own 
integral self-pack pocket

CARRYALL BACKUP BAG®
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 150 G
CODE: TB-CAB-PO

COLORS

• High capacity
• Collapsible into integral carry pocket
• Ideal as emergency carry-all bag on bivouac as well as 

in urban jungle

• Wide adjustable carry strap
• Integral self-pack pocket
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A timeless classic based on a revised British Special Forces design. This large pouch holds survival and bushcraft 
equipment, water bottles, food rations and similar items. There is a sleeve on the back that will hold a folding saw/
knife/axe. MOLLE/PALS compatible

The Essential Kitbag® was designed to hold all essential bushcraft/survival kit. This bag will hold water bottle with 
cup, folding stove, fl ashlight, compass, cord, survival kit etc. All kit is neatly organized in separate pockets. Essential  
Kitbag® can be carried attached to backpack via MOLLE/PALS or up to 50 mm wide belt, or with its own shoulder 
strap. There is a sleeve on the back that will hold a folding saw/knife/axe. Capacity can be velcro reduced. Extra 
pouches can be attached at the front side.

E&E POUCH®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 210 G | SIZING: 19,5x15x7 CM | SIZING: CA. 2 L
CODE: MO-U03-CD

ESSENTIAL KITBAG®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 320 G | SIZING: 22x12x9 CM | CAPACITY: CA. 2,5 L
CODE: TB-EKB-CD

COLORS

COLORS

• Buckle closure
• Inner velcro panel, three slim inner pockets and dummy 

cording loop with bottom velcro limiter
• Front & side MOLLE/PALS webbing

• Built in sheath for Knife/axe/saw at the rear of the pouch
• DUTY BELT/MOLLE/PALS compatible

• Adjustable buckle closure
• Takes most one liter water bottles (Nalgene®, US 

Canteen) with cup
• Main chamber with adjustable drawstring and 

compartment for folding expeditionary cooker
• Zippered mesh water purifi cation tablets pocket inside 

the fl ap

• Side organizer YKK® zippered pockets with loop and 
mesh pocket

• Built in velcro-adjusted sheath for knife/axe/saw 
• Detachable, adjustable wide carrying strap, DUTY BELT/

MOLLE/PALS compatible
• D-rings for strap

Bushcraft Satchel® is our general purpose fi eld bag. May be used as a carry-all for one-day outing, or for every day 
urban activities. Main chamber comprises a zippered mesh pocket for valuable items plus two elastic drawstring 
pockets. On the outside the bag has a large zippered pocket and two open pockets. MOLLE/PALS panels at the 
sides and bottom loops allow to attach additional pouches and items. Compression straps allow size adjustment.

BUSHCRAFT SATCHEL®

FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 479 G | SIZING: 30x32x17,5 CM | CAPACITY: CA. 17 L
CODE: TB-BST-CD

COLORS

• Detachable, adjustable wide carrying strap
• External zippered pocket 
• Two internal elastic drawstring pockets for water bottles 

etc.
• Internal zippered mesh pocket

• Two external built-in sheaths for knife/axe/saw
• MOLLE/PALS side panels
• Bottom loops, ‘six-pack’ arrangement
• Two compression straps at sides
• YKK® zippers
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Simple bushcraft kettle of hard-anodized aluminum. Robust, yet lightweight. Gas-cooker or camp fi re compatible.

Large camp cup made of hard-anodized aluminum. May be heated on gas cookers or over fi re. Has a lid, folding 
handle, wide enough to fi t one liter Nalgene bottle.

CAMP KETTLE
FABRICS: 100% ALUMINUM
WEIGHT: 212 G
CODE: TK-CKT-AL

CAMP CUP
FABRICS: 100% ALUMINUM
WEIGHT: 175 G
CODE: TK-CCP-AL

COLORS

COLORS

• Made of hard-anodized aluminum
• Capacity 1.4 liter
• Top-opening with fi tted lid
• Folding handle enabling hanging over fi replace

• Made of hard-anodized aluminum
• Capacity: 0.85 liter
• Fitted lid
• Folding handle
• Fits over one liter Nalgene® bottle

Tritan™ is a material that does not aff ect taste and is perfectly inert towards anything drinkable for humans. 
Additionally, the material is real tough, almost indestructible. The wide mouth allows one to scoop-up the creek 
water, and also to use a spoon to stir anything soluble dumped there. The wide neck prevents the contents from 
freezing up in winter. The water bottle fi ts the Camp Cup and Essential Kitbag® set.

TRITAN BOTTLE - 1 liter | 0,5 liter
FABRICS: Tritan™
WEIGHT: 140 G | 98 G
CODE: HY-WM1-TT | HY-WM5-TT

COLORS

• BPA-free
• Capacity: 1 liter | 0,5 liter 
• Fits the Camp Cup or Essential Kitbag®
• 4 centimeter wide mouth
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A bracelet woven of the 550 Paracord is one of the most ubiquitous survival accessories. As it is woven of a 
continuous length of cord, it can be unwoven in an emergency to use for  shelter building or mending equipment. 
The 550 Paracord consists of 7 core threads, combining to form a superbly robust and endurable cord. 

Thin, durable, hydrophobic, tear-resistant and knot-enhancing cord. It prove itself whenever situation calls for 
something thinner than the standard, traditional 550 Paracord.

SURVIVAL BRACELET
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 25 G | LENGTH: CA. 2 M
CODE: AC-SBR-NL

275 LBS CORD
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT:135 G LENGTH: 33 M (100 FT)
CODE: AC-PC2-NL

COLORS

COLORS

• Made of 550-lbs Nylon paracord

• Four strand core in braided Nylon sheath
• 125 kg (275 lbs ) dead weight capacity
• US Made

A modern rendering of classical subject: designated survival fi restarting kit. Hollow aluminum handle may house 
water purifi cation tablets, tinder or rolled banknotes. Long spark rod with durable handle make starting a fi re with 
Firespark and knife a breeze.

FIRESPARK
FABRICS: HANDLE - 100% ANODIZED ALUMINUM, FIREROD - FERROCERIUM
WEIGHT: 50 G
CODE: KR-FSK-FC

COLORS

• Long magnesium rod
• Durable handle with water-tight twist-cap container
• 550 Paracord loop
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NATO Mil-Spec 550 lbs. Nylon cord, known also as Paracord. Strong and lasting – this cord is perfect for all makeshift 
construction works, packing or fi eld repairs. US made.

550 LBS. CORD
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 210 G | LENGTH: 33 M (100 FT)
CODE: AC-PCR-NL

COLORS

• Seven strand core in braided Nylon sheath
• 250 kg (550 lbs ) dead weight capacity
• US Made, Mil-Spec
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Since the ancient times all warriors wanted to display their colors 
– from brightly painted knight shields, to personal insignia painted 
on � ghter ace planes – they all tell the same story. That’s why the 
Morale Line was created - to give you some unique designs you 
can wear – from a low-viz combat identi� cation badges to bright 
patches and shirts with logos and slogans.
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Baseball hat with Helikon-Tex® logo and velcro panels for easy personalization. Visor bottom velour lined.

Easy to use safe key chain with a steel HK-style snaphook

LOGO BASEBALL CAP®

FABRICS: 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 70 G
CODE: CZ-LGC-PR 

SNAP HOOK KEYCHAIN®

FABRICS: 100% PVC
WEIGHT: 35 G
CODE: AD-KSH-NL

• Velcro ID panels
• Underside of the visor lined in velour
• Helikon-Tex® logo embroidery

• Steel key ring
• Steel HK-style snaphook
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COLORS

• Regular fi t 
• Highly resistant print

We off er a vast, and still growing, selection of traditional cotton, printed T-Shirts, for both men and women.

CLASSIC ARMY T-SHIRT
FABRICS: 100% COTTON, 165G/M2

WEIGHT: 170 G
CODE: TS-PMT-CO | TS-TAM-CO | TS-BCR-CO | TS-SKC-CO | TS-CIT-CO | TS-WSC-CO | TS-WCT-CO
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• Rounded corners
• Durable
• Matt fi nish

PVC velcro patches are designed for easy personalization on the battlefi eld. There are a various types of patches like PL fl ags, medical cross or blood types. Thanks to rubber usage 
patches are extremely durable. Velcro-backing.

PATCHES
FABRICS: PVC
CODE: OD-FPL-RB-20 | OD-FP2-RB-02 | OD-FP2-RB-13 | OD-FPL-RB-02 | OD-FPL-RB-13 | OD-BLP-RB-02 | OD-BLP-RB-13 | OD-BLP-RB-01 | OD-MED-RB-13
             OD-HKN-RB-01 | OD-HKN-RB-02 | OD-HKN-RB-11 | OD-GSH-RB-19 | OD-GSH-RB-30 | OD-PGF-RB-37 | OD-PGF-RB-19 | OD-P29-RB-20 | OD-P29-RB-19
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Base Layers are clothing layers next to skin. Various fabrics and 
thickness allow the unlimited con� gurations, matching the weather 
and activities
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LVL 1 Underwear is the base, next-to-skin, clothing layer. It prevents irritation and discomfort caused by high-energy 
output combined with carrying of military gear carriage. Made of 100% polyester knitted fabric wicks moisture 
away from the body and stays dry for long. Special fabric weave increases moisture wicking and evaporation area. 
This feature makes the LVL 1 Underwear a versatile solution for all climes. 

Level 2 is a warm underwear for cold weather use. The fabric used warms the body, while wicks surplus humidity 
away, to other layers. LVL 2 is highly compressible, can be carried in a backpack ready to deploy when needed. 
Extended tail protects kidney area and other vital internal organs during intense movement. Loose cut prevents 
tear and irritation from prolongued use.

LEVEL 1 UNDERWEAR SET
FABRICS: HELIKON-TEX® QUICK DRY 130 G/M² POLYESTER KNITTED FABRIC
WEIGHT: 500 G
CODE: KP-UN1-PO

LEVEL 2 UNDERWEAR SET
FABRICS: POLYESTER, SPANDEX (95% / 5%) HELIKON-TEX® COMFORT DRY 210 G/M² BREATHABLE GRID
WEIGHT: 768 G
CODE: KP-UN2-PO

• Helikon-Tex®Quick Dry fabric
• Extremely lightweight and compressible
• Great breathability and thermal regulation

• Seamless (fl at seam) technology
• Raglan sleeves
• Comfortable fl y (drawers)

• Lightweight and compressible
• High breathability
• Provides immediate warmth
• Seamless (fl at seam) technology

• Raglan sleeves
• Thumbholes on cuff s
• Elastic waistband (drawers)
• Comfortable fl y (drawers)
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HELIKON-TEX® - LIGHTWEIGHT SOCKS
FABRICS: 50% COOLMAX, 34% WOOL, 13% NYLON, 3% SPANDEX
WEIGHT: 92 G
CODE: SK-LWT-CM

Lightweight and durable tactical footwear socks for hot, sunny days. Flat seams combined with anatomically 
reinforced Y-Cut and the use of Coolmax® fabric protect feet from abrasions and provide comfort in prolonged use.

COLORS

• Wide, non-constricting welt
• Flat seams
• Anatomic Y – Cut to prevent slipping down
• Reinforced heel and sole

HELIKON-TEX® - MEDIUMWEIGHT SOCKS
FABRICS: 40% WOOL, 25% ACRYLIC, 15%POLYPROPYLENE, 17% POLYAMIDE, 3% ELASTANE
WEIGHT: 94 G
CODE: SK-MWT-CM

Medium weight durable tactical footwear socks for those cool, rainy and miserable days. Flat seams combined with 
anatomically reinforced Y-Cut and used fabrics protect feet from abrasions and provide comfort in prolonged use. 

COLORS

• Wide, non-constricting welt
• Flat seams
• Anatomic Y - Cut to prevent slipping down
• Reinforced heel and sole

HELIKON-TEX® - HEAVYWEIGHT SOCKS
FABRICS: 60% WOOL, 20% ACRYLIC, 15% POLYESTER, 5% ELASTANE
WEIGHT: 98 G
CODE: SK-HWT-WA-01

Warm, thick and durable tactical footwear socks for cold weather. Flat seams combined with anatomically 
reinforced Y-Cut and used fabrics protect feet from abrasions and provide comfort in prolonged use. 

COLORS

• Wide, non-constricting welt
• Flat seams
• Anatomic Y – Cut to prevent slipping down
• Reinforced heel and sole
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NORWEGIAN ARMY SOCKS
FABRICS: 97% WOOL, 3% LYCRA®
WEIGHT: 250 G
CODE: SK-NOR-WA

Very warm, almost all-wool extreme cold weather socks. A small addition of Lycra® allow foot adjustment and 
elasticity in prolonged use, while natural wool wicks humidity away  from the feet and prevents odor.

COLORS

• Natural wool
• Elastic adjustment even after prolonged use
• Anti-bacterial properties 
• High degree of thermal insulation
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Our � eece line o� ers a wide variety of tactical-look jackets. One 
can choose exactly the needed solution and keep warm under any 
conditions.
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Liberty is a heavy duty fl eece jacket for cold environments. Set of pockets would allow for stowing essentials.  
Elbow and shoulder areas are reinforced for additional durability needed for tactical operations in full gear. Liberty 
is available in various colors and camoufl age schemes, suitable for both Military and Law Enforcement use.

Patriot Heavy Fleece Jacket is the most advanced of our fl eece jackets off er. It is designed for tactical use in extreme 
weather. The jacket features an adjustable, small-visored hood, for additional protection, as well as a set of pockets 
for tactical essentials. Elbows are reinforced for additional wear and tear resistance. Jacket can be individually 
adjusted by velcro-adjustable cuff s, and elastic drawstrings in hood and jacket bottom. Patriot is a versatile and 
durable upper apparel suitable for cold climes.

LIBERTY HEAVY FLEECE JACKET
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER, DOUBLE SUPERFINE FLEECE 390 G/M²
WEIGHT: 920 G
CODE: BL-LIB-HF

PATRIOT HEAVY FLEECE JACKET
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER, DOUBLE SUPERFINE FLEECE 390 G/M²
WEIGHT: 1140 G
CODE: BL-PAT-HF

• Extreme insulation level
• Main two-way YKK® zipper with wind fl ap and chin 

guard
• Stand-up collar with retention
• Velcro ID panels
• Armpit ventilation zippers
• Zippered upper sleeve pockets

• Back channel pocket with zippers on either side
• External chest pockets with wiring eyelets, D-Rings and 

device organizer 
• Left lower sleeve zippered pocket
• Reinforced shoulders and elbows
• Velcro-adjustable cuff s
• Bottom adjustable by elastic drawcord

• Extremely high insulation
• Main two-way YKK® zipper with wind fl ap and chin 

guard
• Integrated, adjustable hood
• Velcro ID panels on upper sleeves pockets
• Armpit ventilation zippers
• Zippered upper sleeve pockets

• Back channel pocket, zippered from either side
• Outer chest pockets with wiring eyelets, D-Rings and 

device slots
• Left lower sleeve zippered pocket
• Profi led elbow reinforcements
• Velcro-adjustable cuff s
• Elastic cord-adjustable bottom
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Infantry Fleece Jacket is a dedicated Army personnel garment. The jacket features four pockets for basic equipment 
and velcro pads for easy personalization options. Infantry fl eece jacket is a simple and functional design for 
everyday duty in the garrison and in the fi eld.

Classic Army is a fl eece jacket designed as medium insulation. Comfortable cut and a set of pockets make this jacket 
an everyday utility apparel. Jacket can be individually fi tted by elastic drawstrings in collar, sleeve cuff s and bottom. 
Elbows and shoulder are reinforced for additional wear and tear protection.

Classic Army Fleece Jacket upgraded with Helikon-Tex® Windblocker Membrane for additional wind protection. 
Comfortable cut and a set of pockets make this jacket an everyday utility apparel. Elbow and shoulder parts are 
reinforced for additional durability. Collar-stowable small hood was added to protect the wearer against light rain.

INFANTRY DUTY FLEECE JACKET
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER, DOUBLE FLEECE 330 G/M²
WEIGHT: 945 G
CODE: BL-INF-HF

CLASSIC ARMY
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER, FLEECE 300 G/M²
WEIGHT: 730 G
CODE: BL-CAF-FL

CLASSIC ARMY WINDBLOCKER
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER, FLEECE 300 G/M², HELIKON-TEX® WINDBLOCKER MEMBRANE
WEIGHT: 1100 G
CODE: BL-CAF-FM

COLORS

COLORS

COLORS

• High thermal insulation
• Main two-way YKK® zipper with a wind fl ap and chin 

guard
• Upper sleeve pocket with wiring eyelet 
• Chest (Napoleon) pocket with wiring eyelet and device 

organizer 

• Two zippered bottom side pockets
• Reinforced shoulders and elbows
• Biceps and chest velcro ID panels
• Velcro-adjustable cuff s
• Elastic cord-adjustable bottom

• Stand-up collar with retention
• Main two-way front zipper with wind fl ap 
• Upper sleeve pocket
• ‘Napoleon’ chest pocket

• Two bottom zippered side pockets
• Reinforced shoulders and elbows
• Velcro-adjustable cuff s
• Elastic cord-adjustable bottom 

• Additional wind protection
• Breathability: 8000g/m2/24h
• Main two-way YKK® zipper with wind fl ap
• Stand-up collar with retention
• Collar-stowed folding, elastic-drawstring adjustable 

hood
• Left lower sleeve zippered pocket

• Chest pocket (Napoleon) with wiring eyelet
• Two bottom side slash pockets 
• Reinforced shoulders and elbows
• Velcro-adjustable cuff s
• Elastic cord-adjustable bottom
• YKK® zippers
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Defender is a duty fl eece jacket which comes only in black. This apparel is strictly designated for Law Enforcement and 
Security Operators. The design features three basic pockets, shoulder and elbow reinforcements. The construction 
is equipped with three concealable ID panels. Two include blank ID panels allowing user customization by printing or 
embroidering names on them. Composed Quick Side Access™ provides easy grab of pistol and other duty belt mounted 
gear. Defender features velcro panels on sleeves and chest. 

DEFENDER DUTY FLEECE JACKET
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER, FLEECE 330 G/M² 
WEIGHT: 1000 G
CODE: BL-DEH-HF

COLORS

• High insulation
• Main two-way YKK® zipper with a wind fl ap and chin 

guard
• Napoleon pocket with wiring eyelet and device slot
• Two bottom side slash pockets with zipper closure
• Biceps and chest velcro ID panels
• Reinforced shoulders and elbows
• Quick Side Access™ system

• Hidden ID panels for Law Enforcement personalization 
(Front: 12 cm wide x 7,5 cm high, Back: 26 cm wide x 10 
cm high)

• Adjustable hook and loop cuff s
• Elastic cord-adjustable bottom with quick-locks for 

individual fi t
• WooJin® buckles
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We have created a concise system allowing to combine our inserts 
with selected bags, backpacks and pouches of the Urban, Range and 
Bushcraft lines. We call it Versatile Insert System®, which gives the 
user an unlimited number of combinations and gear con� gurations.
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Large organizer insert, G-ring attachable to several of our backpacks (incl. EDC Backpack). Has a carrying handle, 
velcro mounting panel compatible with Versatile Insert System®, zippered pocket and an elastic-ribbon cuff ed 
pocket. Can be carried in a backpack or hanged from the car seat.

BACKPACK PANEL INSERT®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 210 G
CODE: IN-BPP-CD

• Close to A4 size
• Velcro ID panel Versatile Insert System® compatible
• Two pockets

• G-rings
• Carry handle

COLORS

The EDC Insert® as name implies serves as an organizer for all the every day carry essentials. These are usually a 
knife, a light, fi rst aid gloves, a pain-killer, something to write with, energy bar and similar items. No matter what 
the user deems essential to his or her EDC, our organizer would keep that neatly in place, ready to grab. Thanks 
to our stowable velcro mounting panel, the insert can be integrated with our Versatile Insert System®, making it 
compatible with our bags, backpacks, belt rigs – or use as stand alone, without interfering with other items. Also 
available in larger size.

EDC MEDIUM INSERT®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 90 G
CODE: IN-EDM-CD 

• Flat pockets
• Zippered mesh pocket 
• Five elastic ribbon loops
• A Paracord loop

• Versatile Insert System®-compatible
• Matilda Backpack® compatibile
• YKK® zipper

COLORS

Our Triple Elastic Insert® | Double Elastic Insert® was designed especially for shooters. It enables carrying most full-
sized pistol magazines. The Triple Elastic Insert® is fully compatible with our Versatile Insert System®, therefore it 
can be paired with any of the Range, Urban, or Bushcraft series products. One of the corners has a puller loop sewn 
in to aid in quick detaching the insert from the velcro panel.

TRIPLE ELASTIC INSERT® | DOUBLE ELASTIC INSERT®
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 25 G | 20 G
CODE: IN-TEL-PO | IN-DEL-PO

• Versatile Insert System®-compatible
• Easy-removable with a puller loop 

COLORS

The EDC Insert® as name implies serves as an organizer for all the every day carry essentials. These are usually a 
knife, a light, fi rst aid gloves, a pain-killer, something to write with, energy bar and similar items. No matter what 
the user deems essential to his or her EDC, our organizer would keep that neatly in place, ready to grab. Thanks 
to our stowable velcro mounting panel, the insert can be integrated with our Versatile Insert System®, making it 
compatible with our bags, backpacks, belt rigs – or use as stand alone, without interfering with other items. Also 
available in smaller size.

EDC LARGE INSERT®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 100 G
CODE: IN-EDL-CD

• Flat pockets
• Zippered mesh pocket 
• Five elastic ribbon loops

• A Paracord loop
• Versatile Insert System®-compatible 
• YKK® zipper
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Document Case® is a medium sized insert, compatible with Versatile Insert System®. The attachment panel can be 
covered (when covered it won’t catch on other velcro panels). Three open pockets and one zippered inside. 

DOCUMENT CASE INSERT®
FABRICS:100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 65 G
CODE: IN-DCC-CD

• Zipper-closed insert
• Coverable mounting panel
• Four internal pockets: three open, one zippered

• Versatile Insert System®-compatible
• YKK® zipper

COLORS

Pencil Case® – an insert designed for writing instruments, such as pencils, pens and markers are the most used 
every day carry items. Thanks to a velcro mounting panel it can be integrated with every bag or backpack sporting 
the Versatile Insert System®, and with velcro covered with an included cover, it can serve as standalone item. Items 
are held by elastic loops, small pieces can also be held in a small zippered mesh pocket.

PENCIL CASE®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 80 G
CODE: IN-PCC-CD

• Versatile Insert System®-compatible
• Elastic loops to keep writing instruments

• Internal zippered mesh pocket
• YKK® zippers 

Organizer Insert® is a universal insert fi tting all products having a velcro panel compatible with Versatile Insert 
System®. It has four | three pockets and four | three elastic ribbon loops. 

ORGANIZER INSERTS®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 25 G (LARGE) | 20 G (MEDIUM)
CODE: IN-OGM-CD | IN-OGL-CD

• Four | Three pockets
• Four | Three elastic ribbon loops
• Versatile Insert System®-compatible

COLORS

COLORS

Lightweight, universal insert for carrying most full-sized pistols with a spare magazine. Insert is fully compatible 
with many other Versatile Insert System® items, incl. Range, Urban Lines. Fits Bandicoot® low profi le hip pack. 
Dedicated angle of presenting the grip aids in ergonomic drawing of the handgun. 

PISTOL HOLDER INSERT®
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 40 G
CODE: IN-PTH-CD

• Versatile Insert System® – compatible (incl. Bandicoot® 
waistpack) 

• Puller loop for quick tearing the insert from velcro panel

• Puller loops enhancing handgun and magazine 
holstering

• Angle of presentation promoting the draw ergonomics
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DOUBLE RIFFLE MAG INSERT®
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 70 G
CODE: IN-DRM-CD

DOUBLE PISTOL MAG INSERT®
FABRICS: 100% NYLON
WEIGHT: 40 G
CODE: IN-DPM-CD

BELT MOLLE ADAPTER INSERTS®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 8 G (SMALL) | 30 G (MEDIUM) | 40 G (LARGE)
CODE: IN-BM1-CD | IN-BM2-CD | IN-BM3-CD

MOLLE ADAPTER INSERTS®
FABRICS: 100% CORDURA® 500D
WEIGHT: 8 G (SMALL) | 10 G (MEDIUM) | 20 (LARGE)
CODE: IN-MA1-CD | IN-MA2-CD | IN-MA3-CD

COLORS

COLORS

Belt MOLLE Adapter® has two rows of PALS ribbons in one/two/three columns. The adapter is quick-detachable 
from the belt. Allows any MOLLE/PALS pouches be attached to an up to 45 mm-wide belt.

One of the most universal inserts of our extended Versatile Insert System®-compatible off er. MOLLE Adapter Insert® 
1 | 2 | 3 has two rows of PALS ribbons, set in one | two | three column. It can be used with many models of backpacks, 
bags and side packs of the Urban, Range or Bushcraft lines. 

• Two rows of loops in one/two/three columns
• MOLLE/PALS compatible 

• Two rows of ribbons in one | two | three columns
• Velcro panel 
• MOLLE/PALS compatible
• Versatile Insert System® compatible

COLORS

Double Pistol Magazine Insert® was designed to enable transport of most full-size pistol magazines. One of 
the corners has a puller-loop sewn in to assist in quick detaching the insert from the velcro panel. This insert is 
compatible with Versatile Insert System®.

COLORS

Double Rifl e Magazine Insert® is designed to house full-sized rifl e magazines – both AR and AK. One of the corners 
has a puller-loop sewn in to assist in quick detaching the insert from the velcro panel. This insert is compatible with 
Versatile Insert System®. 

• Versatile Insert System® compatible

• Versatile Insert System® compatible
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A wide variety of headgear allows to select the perfect solution for 
all weathers and conditions.
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Adjustable baseball cap equipped with a set of soft velcro panels for ID/morale patches and other items. Intended 
for use in hot weather conditions. Mid-depth cut works with variety of Mil/LE headgear systems. Thanks to 
preformed mobile bill, it can be stored away without any damage. 

BASEBALL FOLDING CAP®

FABRICS: 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 78 G
CODE: CZ-BBF-PR

• Breathable
• Lightweight

• Velcro ID panels
• Foldable peak

COLORS

Adjustable baseball caps equipped with a set of soft velcro panels for ID/morale patches. Mid-depth cut works with 
variety of Mil/LE headgear systems.

BASEBALL MESH CAP
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 80 G
CODE: CZ-BBM-PO

• Breathable
• Lightweight
• Velcro ID panels 

COLORS

Adjustable baseball cap equipped with a set of soft velcro panels for ID/morale patches and other items. Intended 
for use in hot weather conditions. Mid-depth cut works with variety of Mil/LE headgear systems.

TACTICAL BASEBALL CAP
FABRICS: 100% COTTON | 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER | 50% COTTON, 50% NYLON
WEIGHT: 78 G
CODE: CZ-BBC-CR | CZ-BBC-PR | CZ-BBC-NR

• Breathable
• Lightweight
• Velcro ID panels 
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COLORS

Adjustable baseball cap equipped with a set of soft velcro panels for ID/morale patches and mesh for improved 
breathability. Intended for use in hot weather conditions. Mid-depth cut works with variety of Mil/LE headgear 
systems.

TACTICAL BASEBALL VENT CAP
FABRICS: 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER | 50% COTTON, 50% NYLON
WEIGHT: 75 G
CODE: CZ-BBV-PR | CZ-BBV-NR

• Breathable
• Lightweight

• Velcro ID panels
• Foldable bill

COLORS

Adjustable winter baseball cap equipped with a set of soft velcro panels for ID/morale patches and other items. 
Intended for use in cold weather conditions. Mid-depth cut works with variety of Mil/LE headgear systems.

TACTICAL BASEBALL WINTER CAP
FABRICS: 100% POLYESTER
WEIGHT: 100 G
CODE: CZ-BBW-FS

• Breathable
• Lightweight
• Velcro ID panels 
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TO FACILITATE THE IDENTIFICATION OF OUR NUMEROUS FABRICS,
LET US PRESENT THEM TO YOU WITH SHORT DESCRIPTIONS.

VersaStretch® – Fabric woven with polyamide and elastic threads. Diagonal, plain weave. 2-way stretching (warp and weft axis). External surface 
treated with DWR waterproo� ng coating.
Fabric composition: 4-way elastic Nylon 93%, Spandex 7% with DuPont™ Te� on® coating

WindPack Nylon® – Polyamid fabric. Canvas weave reinforced by the ripstop grid. External surfaces treated with DWR waterproo� ng coating.
Fabric composition: Micro Ripstop Nylon 100% with DuPont™ Te� on® coating

DuraCanvas®  - Fabric woven of polyester, cotton and elastic threads. Plain canvas weave. The fabric is only warp-axis elastic.
Fabric composition: 2-way elastic Polyester 60%, Cotton 38%, Spandex 2%

StormStretch® – Fabric woven out of polyamide and elastic threads. Plain, canvas weave. The fabric is only warp-axis elastic. External surfaces treated 
with DWR waterproo� ng coating.
Fabric composition: 2-way elastic Nylon 98%, Spandex 2% with DuPont™ Te� on® coating
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